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Chapter 10 .

.

Tiuth- Sets' of..9.pAn Sentences

10 7 1 5121.221.2111.2222. sentenees. Let us recall some

open. sentences .whose trutki Sets.we found in earlier chapters.

Ilcita21.2: 1. 3 x = 7 (Section 2 r ) By guessing, we found

that 4. was a solution, that is a member of the truth set.. $

Then 14e Showed 'that any number different from 4 -could not

'be a -s olu t ion ,qf -the equation... Together, what, did these two
,

statements,Nprom. abc')ut tAe tru'th set 'of' the equationl' Do

3 + x, = 7 and x '4 have the same truth st?

2. 37( 7 = x + 15 (Section i0 -, ) . Herb we Used 'the
/

addition and multiplication properties of equalit7 to show that

every solution of ex.+ 7 = x +:15 is a solution of 2x = 8 2

arid e*:4ery solution of 2x = 8 is a zolution of x = 4

Since e solutio\ of x7 = obviously is 4 , we knew that the

onily possible solution of 3x + 7 = x + 5 is 4. . Can we

therefore say that 4, is a solution of the original equation?

-Bow can we determin" the, truth shet of the equation? Can you

expf ain why 3X +: 7, 4,c + and x = 4 have tlie same

truth* set? .

4
In )..fiprking with Example 1 we usek.some k!ssworkl, in

Eiample 20 guehsing vas.elinanated by finding amuch simpler
s. A,

c-
equations. x = 4 that has two advantages: 'its truth set I's easy

,

to see, and its luth set contains every sopluti-ow of

4- '7 15 On the other hand either by starting

,t

\,
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_with 't and working.backwards, or by substituting. 4 into'

3x + 7 x 15 we find that every solution of x = k is e

solution of 3x + 7 x -17 35 . Thus the two' equations have -7"

exactly the same truth, set, and the truth set pt.- 3x + 71. x + 15.

consists of exactly.the one number. 4

Is this reverse argument necessary? If we by.ld.from

our original equation a new simple equation, can we .always be

sure that the new truth set is vxactly the truth' set of the

original? In all our exampleeso far, the new truth set has been

. the same AA the briginal. Let us try.a new. example.

kan212 3. ViE.-'44 2

then

.If' is'arly number for which the equation is true,

1/R- = x - 2 1 (WhY-)

2)2 By squaring both
sides.

4x- + 4 (Why?)'
,

. -*_ - 5x + 4 , (Why?)

0 = (x . 4)(x - 1) . (Why? )..
,

Daus everY solution of--07+42 x it a solutiOn of

.44 .(x - 4)(x - 1) The truth 6;t 'Of thilrlast eaivation is

(1, 4) give reasons for this. May we al..1tomdtica11y assume,

then, that (1, A) is the truth set _of the, original equation?

What is the truth set of the original equation?
. Aptarently the

last truth set is mot the some a. the truth se:t, of .the origpal
equatioft. -

Exercises 10 - la: an each part of each of the folloWlng.nine

-problems, a pair of eq4tions is given. &low that evAry solut on
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of the firs:t equation is a solution or the.second equation, .notIng

4 ' at each stet) what y61.1 have done (for example, advIed -41t, to each

side or mUlttplied each side by 2, or sqtetred both side's, etc;)
.

,

Then see ifiby reverSing your steps (adding 4 to each sidel,

1 ,multiplying by etc.)', you can. show that every solution of the

second equation must be a solution of the first.. g pot, try to

find a solution of the second wiiich is LTA a-solution of the first.

1. (a) 4 _2)y -10 \= 6 .

.(b) x. -5 . .

(a) 12x*-1- 5 = 10 - 3x ;' 15x

(b) r5x =- ; ,x
1

(a) ..x2 4 = '40 ;' (x 2)(x + 2) = 0 .

(.b) 2)(x. 2)
(a) x = 3 x12

(b) x

. x

6.

.10=1.111

0 ;

3x .

-= 0

4;c5'4. x3 1 = 0 ;

I=.1. x2 = 1

8.. inve.

9. 'x

,ssws

6

=

or 'x + 2

,

v

There seems to be a fundamental difference between

Example 2 and Example 3.. In Example 2 the original equation and

the final equation,:x i4-4, have' exactly.the same truth set; in

Example 3 the original and the finki equatl.onk_slo Apt pave

sade truth: set. Thus,, when we ehhnge equationspOlametimes th

truth set is changed. .IBut suppose-we knew.ways of 'changing

a

4

7
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sentences so as ali;tays to leave
4

the truth sets unchanged. Then

we could_ use the following short, 'and correct *procedure for
finding the truth Slet' of a sentence.. Change the sentened to

3

skikLej2129Ii.r.2:22.1, at -each step being sure that' the method for
Itat. lep has left the truth set 29.2.132.. *Keep this ap: until we

a.Sentence whose truth set is obvious. This truth set is then
the truth set of the arkiti..sentenbe.

. Thu's we want to concentrate on.how, to change adsentence
to a rle4 sentence in such a way that the truth -set remains the
same. We give a name *to senttnces related this way.

4:o4s4ntences wits the same- truth set %

are said to beNequivalent.

The, question now is: What ,operations can we perk9rm on-

an equation that' will yield an eqUiyalent equation?
For a clue let as lo,z4 kt Example, 2 more closely. EVery

solutiOn of 3x -1- 7- = x 15 is a solution of x = 4 because
we added the real number (.4 7) to both sides of
3.X '4. 7 x *15 and then multiplied both sides by -the non-iero

1 -real numbers -2- (Is. It certain that 4(..x - 7) is a real number
for1Iya9 real .number x ?)

1'
Now that we know that- the truth, set of 3x +.7 = r+115-

is a pubset of the truth set of x = wp are at a crucial
point. Do 4,we know thlt theso two equations are equimalent? No,

*foe- we have not pro;ted that these truth4*sets arel'identical;
pe aps the new truth set is' larger than the old (remember that

S.

r
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in Example.3 we performedan pperation which did make the truth

-sJet larger).
6 * %

To be sure that the truth set has not increaaed, ,we have

tQllae able td go,backwards, too, and4show that any solution of the

.1kst equation is, as Solution of tile first.. What must we de to

- 4 to io bp.ok to ,3x 4- 7 x + 15 ? You see that everi

solution of x -

we may muftiply both sidps'of x = 4 by the n.on.zero real, number

is a sq.ution of 3x + 7 = x + 15 becausb

1 42 (the reciprodal of vs) and then add to both sides the real
number x + 7 (the,opposite VI* (-x 7) Now if every solution
of 3x t 7 = x + 15 Ais.a's6lution of x = 4 and every solution
of .x = 4 is, a polution of 3x + 7 + 15, :.:theSr have

.

identical-truth set;s; that is, they are 2921yaltrit equations.

Exercises 10 1 lb.
. . .\ .

11. Using your work.on the pairs of equations in .Exercises-4
,

.
A 1 *

10 . la, list those pairs that are

2. Using your work in 10'1..obIem 1 or, in

out if each of the following pairs

(a). 4--

(b) 12x 4.5* =,' 10 3x ;

;\ 2 h%CI. -t = j X = 2

(e) x 6 ; = 0

(a /x6 4)15 .1...x .4 1)

11.14MP.

4

107 2; X = )A.A

1

r x = r2,.

Exercises 10 . 1a,find

of equation's are equivalent.

(g) ixj = 1

V.

Is

Vit
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s3. . :Using yOur work insProblem 20 tipd the truth s.ete of the'

folloWini equations:
.*

(a)* 4 . 2x' . 10

(b) 412x 4- 5 = 10 .% 3xi

(c) . 1. =

(d) x(x 4= .0

(e)% x2 - 1 4. 0

(f) lxi 1..

*2

Aro y6u sure in each case yciu have found he trUth stert exaCtly?

, Often we can simplify, ,one .or both sidet 0 a sentence, What

. kinds of algebraic simplification-will yield ,4quivalent
*

sentences? Condider cimbining terms: Are

3x - 4. = 0 and 4 =, 0 gquivalent? Con.

' 2 e'sider.factoring: 0/11, x 5?c + 0 = 0 and ,

R
- 3)(x 7 2) ;0 equivalent? Are

-f 2 = 4 .equivalent?
*

In working with the equattion .3x 4%7 = *x 15..,..we

added (.x 7)* to both sides Notice that we could do this

with congideme because (.x is at-'real number for evei.'y

Value of x . What if we began with these'quation x = 2 and

and

-

Added to both sides? The new equation

1 1
g. .

. i ,

has4 its truth set. empty, wher7eas tAe equation ;c:.= 2 has the.
*.

truth .set (2) Xrecall Problpm_9_.in Exercises 10 . la), lip

changing our equation we lobt the solution 2. The trouble here

1.8 that,.for some value of x 1 ±e hot real number.

1,1
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,

Which value of x %is theculprit?- If we, al^e temptd,to.,add
, N

' 4/ 1
:

such an expressilun 0 both sideavof a. Sentence, or melV.ply.each

. ,.

19 -

side by,itl.we may lose a ,solutiton as'we did in thepresent
7 .! r

example, In this codrae we should liever perform on a sentee

an operition that might loig memberst
. of-its truth Sep. 'Solutions

lost by such olDeratiops-are :seldom found again.

,In Example 2 we multiplied both A.des.of '6he eguatidn,

1
by 17 ,What happens if we multiply bath sides of 1 7: 0-to..

by. x . 2 ?. The neo equation (ix - lXx 2) = 0 haa."-the truth
,

sei (1, r whereas the former has thextruth set (1) . When we

choOse tc mu.ltiply both of'a sentence byAk.eXpressiony,1

the truth set will not ghrink (no solutions will.be logtly iora.
. .

viaed thg eXpression represefits a real number for. javery.real
.

, .

4 ...
is.4 . .

number-value of the variable. But if the expression has the -

,

value 0 for some 'x 1 the truth set may get latger, ds it did
1

in this example.
4

A

)

,

Let It use' the name real.expresSion joy'dnote an,..
. .-p--

, .
expression whicn represents a real number for,evetv'real number

lor,
value of the variable. ,A reaa.nuibqr, sUch as- 4 , is autonati-

.cally a real.gxpression. Why is (x + 7) ereal expression?
\ 4 t).:Explain why .,-,----7 ,-is not a real expression., Furthermore, let

,

us say thp.t li never-zero real expresAol1 is:a real expression
, .,.

milich' is never 0 for any value of hsvarble. We 1.cnow that 4h

.,(xs+ 7).,is a-real expression, 11,0;..1s. a4evet-zero rea

expression? Why? Is y
2

1 a r'al expression?: A never.ze.ro_
,

real expresilon? tlipw, about 1 . ixis? lit ? Ia the opposite of a

real expression also ereal express 'Is the reciprocal of a, 0
4 7

a

1
-!.7, -
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'.1-fever-zei.o:real 9ipresslAillitlso a neV?/...zerO realsexpressioh'?
. .

. .

, .

. .
"

. .

Now we,are ready: ta'sre the.operattons on equations

tihich Yield.tquiyalent equations;: .
.

-.If the same real exprtsSion is added'to both

:sides of an equati011'or if both sides are multiplied'

by thl same never-zero real. expressio, the

resulting equation is equivalent to th original.

. Now that we know sdbe operatlons-onn equation that
A

will:yield equivalent equations, we.can state our Main
-

procedure for finding*the tuth set of an equation..

.

Starting with the equation whose solutions are to be

foluld, build a chain of equations that ends

'Whose truth set is obvia6S. Be aure that

in h-simple-eqution
new equation;in

the chain is.got either by adding the same Teal, expression to-

both sides ofthe preceding equation, or by multiplying both

sides of th9 preceding equation'by the same never-zero real

expressia. _The truth set of the, equation is,the

truth set of the original equation.
.1

N

.1411-eh this method, the truth set o 3x.+ 7. x

_can be_ f,pund-like this4-

,ao

3x 7 = x D+ 15

2x (Wadding th.rea

both sides)

expreSsion

a*:

7) to

a
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(by 'multiplying both .s:ides by th real
Pexpression

The truth set of x = 4 'is {4) . Therefore ti&truth set of
3x 7 x + 15 is (4)

As anothr Iample, let us see how this works with'.a.

: more: complicated equation .

4

ExaMple 4 i2
9 Solve .

1+. .
..

, 4

,r

(We lag .usplve" to mean Lfind.the truth t of' .) Multiplying
'both side by'the never.zero real expession 2(x2 + 1), we

zobtain the equivalent equation
2x 43 1 , (Give reasons.)

Adding the real êxpreasion (.x2 .,1) to both .;sides .of this
4

equation, we have the equivalent equatidn
x2 . 1

,This final equation, and hence the original equation, has.the
truth set .1) Why?:

s-77 Let us recall what happens When we .multiplir both sides
of an equation by a real. expression, If the real expresaion is

"never.zero, the '-new equation is equivalent to the old, and
has the s e',truth set. If we th (or 'if we know) that the
epzesionniy be 0 for some Value of xr-tlie LbeSt -we-

4'

that every solution of the first equation 'is a, solution of the
mo, .

Ilk decond tand that. the .aecOnd may have -soltitions that' are:not'
.

. ...-.. . , .solutions of the first. Nevertheless, this is enough to give ua.

another method for finding .the -truth ',sat sof an equa4on as
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'follows., Multiply both sides of the orlginal equaiion by some
real expression, chOos.ing the enression so t'hat the'new ,!i)quation
Is one whose truth sçt you can find.. Then find the truth set of

. . ,
the new equation: Test each member of the new -tinath set by

tubstituting it in the orig,nal equation. Those' that xive . true
a

numericb.3. sentences form the truth set' of the first equation.
1 1Our ea:rlier example, x + - 2 + 2 can be'x e

handled this way if we multiilly by the real expression x -3/42 .

The.new equation is x(x 2).+ = 2(x - 2) + 3. 'We have t

find the solUtions or this equation anti nest 'each one in the
original equation. The way to find Uv solutibps of the new
equation is to follow, Dur&main procedure, building a chain of

'#qiiivalent equations:

x(x - 2) + .1 2(X

x(x 2) 2 2) $

x(x.- 2(x =

.
.

s

<Haw?)

- (Adding what,.real
expression?)

(How?)

The last.equation obviou.s3:y has, (2) for its truth vt; so,the
new equation has. 2 for Its only solution. When we test 2 in
the original equation, the .expression !;;,.ccurs and is not a

number. Thus 2 is not a solution of the first equation; hence,

equattoirtraz- axr exnpt truth 'zet

Exercises 10 . lc.
7

1. Identify each of the following expressions as being one-of

4
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I

these three: Not real, .real and .sometimes zero, never-zero

/Val. Explain the reasons for your dedision.

c) 3 + r +

(e) IY 1

, ',ff) IA + 1
v

!its

For eaqh of -the following pairs of dentenceil deiermine,.
,

.

yhether Or pot the,pair are eqpiltalentl. X01.1 c4n proye a pa.ir
. i .

2

(h)

(i) rS2

(i)

-(k)

(1) kig.-

,

are equivalent by beginning with' either sentince and applying

operations that yield equivalent sentenQes., until you arrive

at the' other sent'enee 'of the pair., If you thinli: -Oley 'are nOt'

equiVaient, try to' prove it-by 4ndirig- 4 number: thit is.in the

truth set of one, but not in the truth set of the other;

.s

2s

(d) 7s - 58

46,

3ss 4- T2

+ 8':

= 12

10

12
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(j) x2 a- 1'

(.k)
2

2
(1)

x2 + 5.

(m) v2 + 1

(n). < t < 3

,

.

386

-

7

1v - 11

dt < 2

.3., Ch7ange each of the fol,lowini to a simpler
35 (d) 7

(b)' 19.1

J

11.

(a) + 23

(c ) 6 = 7

a

1

equivalent equation:

(f) 11(1Y1 4- Isrl 1

Solve (that is find the truth set of), if poisible:

(a) lit i. 21

(b)

(c) = 33

(1) 6 - = 8

(e)

(,f)

Soth:

( ) ,T

(b)
4. 1 ;

(c) fx al..

6

3

(h) kx + 3 /2 = x + 6

(i) -x4 + x2

(.1 ) Y/4734.3r2474.1=74.A.y2-54.1

2
f 4c) x2 -1::'3x =s + 6 7°.

x1 +

) 18 4. 30

V.*
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0. Show 'th'at Any pair Of. numbers (xs y) .tor which 'either one
*

of the equatIons,ax + 18 =y 234 y 3x 5- is true
,

-

1aroL a pair for which the other is true, What, -"then,. is

the rse4tion betweerythe set of all solutpn pairs of the
first equation and the sa _of all b,olution/ pairs of the
second?

Show thatthe eq tions kx

are equivalent,
and y 6x 9

Find 'the -drmensions of a rectangle whose.rperimeter is 30

inches arid whose atrea is 54 square inchest
,

asFind ttiree suc-gessive integers such that the sum of their.

squares A.s 61. .

, )

10,, For an expressiort in one vabiables the set. of values of- the
A

variable for which -the expression represents a real number. is -

called the 'domain (or universe) of the expreSsion. What -is

the' domain of a rear expression? Det<ermine the domain of4

each of ..the .euressions of problem 1

10 - 2, 3.391140..e.n1 sentences: 1.22232/9.1..t.LALAO. If a sentence
k Iinvolves one of the relatiom "<" ">" 1. s Hik" We call- it

an ineqtality. Let -us see what operations 'may be performed on

both sides of an*in;quality to 'yield an egOlvale4 inequality.

For example; suppbse we-try to find thetruth set of

x
1x

8.
< 4.

.7

*

a
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iWe-have aVailable the addition ,prolJerty'of ordelq, whiph atates;

Fodzial 9um1ieis a, p;
b

a < b if and _only if. a'+ c < +

This suggests that we may add' to both sides of the inequality
*the real r:umbel-( x + 15). :to obtain < Are iou sure
that (- + 15) is a real number-for every rea**4alud of x
Notide that, the ,opposite$ -(21cT - 15) , is also a real numter for
every x, and adding --15) to both sides
x 15 < +.18 Hence,

and

.< 1

Are e 1.1ivalents inequalities,

àf
3 < 33$ gives

'Now we recall the multiiaigation property, of orders:

For real number a$ b$ c$

1,f a' < b :and . c > 0 then ac.< b6 ;'
if a < b and c < 0 then ac >- bc

1

This-property suggests' that we mul:klply both sides of the second
'

inequaliti bi the positive real riabil'allr 14.- to oliktain x <.44
t;--

s is .1s6 a positive'yeal .number$ and
4

^

=MIA-AA& both sides of- x < 44 by
4 'we re 3 x <

'The ize'ci ocal$

3Hence
3

< 33 and x <1t4 are*equivalent sentepces. What tan4
we then say about x < 4 18 'and
truth set of the original sentence '?

x < 44-4/ What is the
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It turns put that tA operations we may perform oh
Ipequalitiez -to yiekd equivalent inegualities lare somewhat.

. a,..ike those .Sor equalities . Let us . call a os1.tive reaL,
: exptession one wilich represents positive -real numbers. for all
real values of the variable. Is x + 2 a positive real.

expression? is x2 + 2 ? Is x2 2 ? Is lx . 21 ?
ay.

Examole 1.

If the same real expresSion is adde to botk sides of
an inequality, the resulting inequality is equivalent'

t4 the original..

If both sides of an- inequality are isaliplaq..by the
.same 22..s.52 real expression-, -he reaulting

inequality 'is equivalent to the orl,ginai.

We may first ,r4 the sentence of fractionS by

multiply.l.ng both sides by 'Vie .poaitive real number 30°

; 24Y - 180 <, 20y +.25 .

'N(7;1 vve add the real expreCsion .20y + 180 to both sides:

< 205

Finally, we multiply by the positive real number
20tS

_

What is 'the truth set of the, original ,inqguality? Explain why
all these sentences are eqUIvalent.

atm./. 2. Solve
;-#1741.77

I.

,
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. 2
.

. , 'Since x + 1 iz 'a posiive realexpresSion, 4.e may.

2
.multioly both. ;Sides' by. x7* +.1 to .obtain the equivalent

. N

-'sentence

By adding

2<- x +,1

to- both sides, we have the equivalent
. .

--, 0 < x
2

)

The truth set of this final sentence
4

4 4

sentence

s the 4et of all non-zero.

reals. This is also the truth set of the original ineqUality.

Explain
411,

Exercises 10 2.

.1. Sdlve the following inequali.ties u changing to simpler
,

equivalvt(inequalities.:
,

. (a) x +12 < 39..

)). !,:--.;x <,a5 - x . , . (g) x2.+ 5 24 .

(c) 2 ti- 'a > 3.-Vr2- . /h)k---5------ .<

'

41- *It

(6), 87.- 3 > ilk3y 4. 7 .

.Solve the following 'sentencea:

(a) 1 ,< .+ 1-'< 2 .

(Thisi,is'equivalerit.to

(b) 4t 4,< 0 and 1 - 3S <

+ 4-CYor
v,

(e), Ix y 1) < 2

I?ti <1.

and, kx 4.*4. <

a.



#

1

(g) x <

h Iy 21 > .1

This is equivalent it° "y 2 > 1

.(i) 2x.-.41

46 4

a.

10 -

4.

)Graph the truth sets-of the sentences in problems 2

-( (e) and (h)

a

If -a atiatat real expreSsion is one ikhich ,represents

negative real numbers for all real values of'the varittbles,de,

determine which of.the followin are negative real

expiesiions:

(a) x

(b)

(c)

(d). 11

(e).- 11

( f

IP

a

&lipase we Multiply both sides or 11 inequality by the saMe. .

.

.

. negative veal.expression. :What do.we have to da to-the.
...

order Df sm-112.22.2221tx if the resulting ineqi*ity i to be

:true? Are the two ineqUalities then equivalent?

-SolV.e the .following:

, (a) -3x > 11-; (b) 7(x (e) -(2x,- 14.)-> 5 .

.Salve 31T'.-x + T.< 0 for y ; that is, obtain an

equivalent sentence with y alone on the,left side. What
-

is the truth set for y When x = 1 ? Now- soive for x'.

WHat is the truth set for x' if y = -2 ?-
t*

10 3. Factored equations. Wheh inChapter9 yoU\

solved factored quadratic' equitiOns such.as

kt
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wyou needed the important property.of mumters:-

For 1-ea1 'numbers a -and b-,
ab .0 if, and only if -a = 0' or b =

Reitate this proiSerty for the particular a and b in the above.
equation. Interpret the and only if" -An yOur own words.

It As this batiiz, prbperty and the fact that x 3 and x 4. 2
are real numbers for everly real nutbef x tht guarantee the

,

s trut14 set of the sentence itx 3 0
.

f_. or x".4. .2 0", namely,

(32. ) In other words,

The equataon "ab 0" is ffiquivalent to the' sentence-

a = 0 * b = 0, provided a and b ,are real
expressions.

How would ybu extend this property, to equations- such as

abcd -...rO.r State a general properq gor any number pf.factors.
..What is the truth set of

(x + 1)(x 3)(2x +.3)(3x

The union of two .sets A4 and B is the set of numbers
that are either in , A -or in B (or -in' both) Thus the tiion of,,
(3,2): and (311, (3,2,114) 'What is 'the unio of

and -f6,411-1,- therelai-onship -betweenthe
truth 'sett or "110t..... 31(x 2)(3c. + -2) = 0" and .the truth sets

**

*

of "(X. r" .3).(C4 .hy ,2.) 9:1! .and "X' 4..2 =..00" ,?: 'This example

illu,strat'es the 'fact that when. a .and b.*are thomght Of as being

upressions' such as '-(x 3.)(x.-t 2) and (x or even more

;' s'.
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1
te

complicated ones, the above pfoperty can.be restated as follows:

1

10

. .

The truth 'et of the equation ab = 0- is the-union of
. -0..) .

the truth sets of thp two equations a =0 ,ib .... 0 , when .

.a and b aTe real expressions.

Exercises 10 - 3a.

Find tkp truth sets'of:

(a) 1( 2)x 1)(x 2)( X + 3)

(b) 1),(2x -i-;1)(x : 2)(4x

4.1P

2. Solve:
11,

(a) .(X2.. + 2)(( + 3)
(b) (x2, 1)0E2 71. 6

(c)
(d) :x(31t2 ; 3x)(k2 4

(q) 'x3 + -2: 2K 2

4, A 2 4;
y

3

4.

A

A,
xr = by arguing about 'the "size ' of ix .

3(If x- <. 1, . what about x3 ? If ..*x >' 1, what about x
4 4Splve x =,.1 -by writing, it Ax

2.2
- 1 = '0' And Sactorlalg.

. "

'Find a polynomial which has thevaltie :04 eh timo x tAkep:.

4

a

a value in the set hel-*-1 . , 1) ..

Find the truth set of the -sentence

3)4.- + a.nd (x-2I<2.
4

NOW -we can tdarn more aitout the case An which we multiply
Iboth sifts of an eq a on..by -an expression which fc,r someivalue

of the variable may be 0 ..or.not a regl nunter.
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,

10 -

-

3j1-1

Gons±der.this example: Sofve

(x 3) (x2 -- 1) 1142

Our tirst impulSe .is to multiply both iides by

si

not a real 'express:Lon. Why? Inste@.d,

-11

since 4(x2 - 1) is a real expression,. rest us add

to.slOoth sldes, giving

(x 3)(x2 - 1)

(x 3 4-)(x2 )'.)

(x - 7)(x - 1)(x + 0

Among these senten'ces each Is-equivalent tb eVery other. , What is

the truth set-of the Originalisentence?' If we. hadmultiplied

1 ,

each side Nnthinkinilyj b'Y' --,3----- ;what would by the truth set
. x . 1

. of theresulting sentence?

'We see that; in 'general, the following aive equiva1ent
. ,

... . , ,

ck;ences whet 'a, b, and -c are anyreal expressions:

. ac = 'bc ,

ac Le = 0.,

b)t =

b-= O'or C =-0 .
.

5

This ts.ells us-that the.truth set of the sentence

ac
a

is the union or te truth. sets of a'

,

b;'. and c are-rdar eri5reSs1ons.

EXercises 10
t

A

when'

1.

.45

.1455

.1. Mul..tip17 both sides of-the equation'

Compare the new and the origirAl' truth sets.



1

.,"\
A

14:31L

,

S. -
.

Muitiply-Voth. des oft ;the' equation` .131' by _(t -+,3.)', .
,

.Gompare the new aria -the*-6;igin**.a1 ttlith .lets.- DiscuSs anY-
. ,

...
. . ..

differences the two ..

%multiplications made in the tiluth sets in
pre;b4ms 1 and!2.,

A
-3. 301.17.e:

(g) (3 + x)(x2
(b) (2' x)(ic +

(c) 3(x2 -
(a) + 3)(x2

0 .

1). 5t3

1) =

ll(x2. 4)
A

Fractional equations. The exPression
not a real number when

%solve the equatiow
x -is 0- 'Therefore, ;alien we try to

ide are' )timited to numbOrs otiier than 0 4nowing that .x

clanriot be 0

obtain

*44

ul
Hence,, 74' = 2" and "1 = 2x -end x 0" re 'equsilialent
-sentences'. The latter has the ru XI.. set S22-1, TA.us 2-f 41S th6,.

T.. . .
Ae-may thenqtultiply by th. tsnon.zero number

S. *

4

7

x to

solution.
J

_ 2

Another way to handle this*same problem is to add
' a'

,

*)

to, both sides of

4

- 2 zi..ving.

2-_=,

1 . 2xs,= 0 s (141-?_
t are the i,equirements on,

2

and . c for the number ;
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4

to b'e liwy are fiYest,i.that -0 X 0 why?

that 4-=. why?,) Thus the sentence = 0

to Vie Sehten.ce: "a = 0 and c 0".

2x°'Then ------- = is equivalent to what sentence?.. Your-
t x

and second,

is equivalent,

.answer should be "1 - 2x . 0 and x X .0", which* is the ,same

x .+ I 4'sentence ue had before. Can..you find the tgth set of 0 ?, 2

The same two approaches can be used on more cOmplicated%

fractional equations. Thus we can solVe the equation
4

1 1
3F 1 C .

either by multiplying both sides by a. sui.table polynomial
,

1 I(what is it?), Gr 'by writing it first az . = 0 and

, %,hen Simplifying to.a. single fraction. In gther case we must

recogniA two "illeial_values" for x.. What are they?. And the.

solution is, subject to 'x 'not%taking on those values. USing the

(1 ..'110 ,.
seqond,ipthod, .we. get 0. which is equiva

vft

1 = 0 .x X .0 and x X , The soluilion of -this genterice is

1
w,hich is, therefore, the solution of the original 'sentence'.

Az a 'firial example, solve
* 4 ,

x

2 then upon in1itipiying bOth sides by we get

is equivalent to the
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Exercises 10 44

Solve the foliowing equations:

x
3

= 10.

6-*

+: =

24

t S 1t

t.

12v

13.

15.

1:7 1=7 1 + x

s- 112
3771

) (x2(-x

10

agada.: If = b then-of cour

Why. Do you think it is true, conversely, that if a

then. b ? You Imay see at 8nce tbat is not so.% Give an

example. In clip ase we can alter a2 = b through a chain

of equivalent sentehces as follows:

fo.

a

2a2 b

b2 = 0

4

b) = 0 1

.b = 0 .or t
-

= b or a

-

Tell why,itach of the.se sentences equivalent, to the next 9ne.



.

We finally see that "a? =' b2" Is not equivalent to
........ ,

na =,

.

but .rath6r to, % . b or a = .b".
,

.

For exam if we sopaare both sides of,tile senienc6i a

"x = -3" we obtain "x2 = 9", T en. x2 9 = 0
.(x 3AX 3) 0 x - 3 or x =

Exercises 10 56..
'

See vihat sqUaring ,both sides doep to the truth sets of the
following equations, In each cise the 'factoring will be of,the
type a 2 -,b 2

= (a - b)(a + b)

In these caset it is obvious what the ottginall truth
V$'.

,set is, and-we haven tt had to use the niw ;truth s6t to obtain the
However, sometimes ,we square both sides .of an equation

as 'a 2,12211.atnis. process in sItuations where .we don!t already
know the truth set. We do know, as in the above exerbises, that
any solUtion of the unsquared equatiton.is a §olution of.the
squared-.equatron. But',we also knoW that the neW truth set may

be lamer ,thil.n the. aut. Therefore e4toh-solutiOn of--the
s uar ation must.be,theeked in the o'riginal
order to. eliminate any possible extra solutioni that may,have,
crePt in during the squaring,
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It is clear th4t if we square'bOth sides as the equation stands

we shall still have a square root, left in the left side. We

,

therefore first go tothe equivaléntequation .

and now square both sidet obtainihg

5x + 4 .' 0

.\14)(x T11),. 0

x ,x 1

Ghecking back; we se,e that 4 does not makelthe original

4

equation true, 'While 1 .does' The solution is therefore

ip thesolution of the oth?r alternative serit6nce
0

corresponding to the second possibility, = -b Do you dee

what this etiluation is? Answer.:

Eamp1e2. Solve

Wp use the fact that lxi

x tozet theiseiquence of sentences

lxi = x + 1 1

1x -.7 .

Checking back, We find that4 does.make the original equatioh

true,and is, therefore,its solution..

for every re'al number

Exercises-10 5b.
4

Solve the iggllowing equations by squaring:

1 lx

a



10

2. ZL1 x

3/ 22ti/ = lxi

1.2x1

1,+ x

A/ac

+ 1 .2 1

8. virx x + 3

460

9. Vx + _12- t-_- x - 2 .
_,.

10. x - 2 . 3 .

11; The time t in, seconds ,it takes a body to .fail from rest a
distanceof s feet is gl,ven by 'thl formula' t .2s

Find s if t 6.25 secondp- and g 32
.12. Determine .uthether tlie following pairs of sentences in two

vari9.b1es are equival,ent:
2 2'(a) x y y

(b) x 2 2

(c) x2

+'y a

10 6 , fOptiontal) Is
a positive number? A negtive number?

Did you ne,ed to perform the mu1t41j.cation to ansWer this

questibn.

When we _multiply ,s_etNeral non-zero numbftrs Ltogeth-erl

;their product is ,PositiVe if the number of negativsit' factors i
_ev.!sln, and. tIleir.product 'is negative- if the'number of negatilre
factors is odd

This means tar we can
-



A

factor& polynomial, . such as s

(x + 3)(x + 2)(*X - 1)
tv

is potlAve 'negative, or 0 .for any given
4

.t
.,this polynomial for X = 2 For . 0 ? For x = -1 ? For

10 -

x . How about

! :

polynomial; just citeck

random.

But ioie 'cam do

You n'eed not compUte the value of, the

how many fp.ctors are negative.

better than choosing a few points
We can first find the set of ''Values o '.x for which

(x + .3)(x + 2)(x. - 1) is -0 (the' truth set of '
, ..- .

1.t + 3)(x + 2)(x - I). 0). . ,-14hat is .this .set? Then we graPh'

this set on the number line.
5. 4

-2 -1
.s

w what can we say about each of'the factors .,
(x + 3) (x + 21 1) far any less than -3 ? SPry

-4 We find that 1.1i three factors ar4negativq numbers,
and therefore their product: is ne:gatiVe. We6indicate.-sthis on ;the

number'line as follows:

at about these factors when x .isb9tween -3 and -2

The,. factor' . (x + 3) is now positive, w.hile
'othee'llivo remain neiative. ;We can 'thiiik +

A

a
4.

the.

"challiging over' from negative to positive a x erases
-The prod.ust is now positive for x between and

.
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I.

4.

10 - 6 402 .

Probably you can see what is going to happen* when x cros,ses
,-2 and finally 1 When x -crosses .2 the next factor

s

(x 2) changes -from negative to posi.tive, so that for any x

between , .2..and 1. there ar.e two posA,ive factors and 'one

negative, the total product now. being negative. Fina.11y, when
c*rosses the last factor changes from negative' to positiVel
so that for x greater than 1:4' all factors ar'e positive.

=11Mb +

0 '1 2 3.

Using this final diagram, we can read off the truth seth oft 4.

certain related inequalittes , For' examplse, the, truth set of the
sentence

4

(x-f 3)(x. + 2)(x - 1) '< 0

is graphe'd below, This is the set of all numbers x for
arnmnimiasiemmuipmere.--4,...4____1_

2 3

, 1,.

which tifie product of the factors is negative, 'namely, the set of

1,1

;such that
xe,< or 2 < x < 1

40

11

'Wha;t' is..ithe truth s6t of* the:sentence (x + 2)(x . 1) > ?
,

Graph it-% of the sentence- (x 4:.'3)(x 72)(x 0, ?

To find the truth set of

we first change to the equi.valent inequality with' 0 on the
right side: -

.s.

5.
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Then we factor the left stde into first degree factors:
(x 1.)(x - 3)

Prqceeding as4before, .:e get the diagram':

10

Thus, the truth' set of the inequality x2 3 . 2x has the
following graph (since the produoi of 'the fac:tors -(x + 11(x,be ne"gative pr zero).

,ft

This is the set 'of all x such that -1

1

Exercises 10 - 6a.

1. -Using the above discussion as a model, graph an-d describe

Ito

the truth sets of.the following inequ4lities.
(a) -'1)(x +.2),> 0 t .+

(d)

s 4. 5)(s .i. 4)(8

X2 <

2)(s)(s 31) ,

Wh t Is the -truth set of the sentence
(x + 2)(x -- 1) >-0 and x <4.3

Is there a singlepolynomiaf inegulity eqU .1talent, to
sentence of problem 2 ?

There is .one danger point Which we should- explain.'
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Suppose a factor is repeated` in a polynomial or more times,
,

aS (x 2)
2

1 ) . When x' crosses' .2 there are two

. factors of the polynomial phanging tof4pther from negative to

poSitive. The number of negative' fadtors drop from 3 .to 1

and the produèt remainreative as x crosses

.diagram gis then

-2 The

What is' the truth seq of

)2(x - 1) 0 ?
(i.e. for what values of x is the product of the. factors

positive?). Of

of

()C 2)2(x 1), 0 9
What happens if a factor occurs three times, as' in

.1. 1)3 ? What is the: truth 4-et of

4

h

Sometimes we-have a quadratib factor, such as

which cannot 'be factored and.which is 22ma, positive fpr ail

vilues of- x Does such a factor have any effect On the way

x2 2

the product. changes from, positive to negative? What is the

Vruth set of



Exrcises 10 - 6b,

3.. Solve and graph:

(4)

(1))

(c)

(d)

e)

2x + 1 > 2)?
2 . 's<

2 +,1)(t2
24s - s >

1)2(x

- 1)

- 2)2 > 0

0.1

2

:(g) (x 2)(x2 4- 3x 4- 2 ) < 0

(h) 3y-4- 12 .t-y2 .16

i) x2 + 5X .5 24

(j) 1(
1.`

.$

*1.
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..Chapter.11

.ta

-
2A2101-11.of,Open Sentences *in Two'Variables

11 - 1. Elat real number plane; ,The,real numberline,6
*

s

has been.a help'in making decisions about

-numbert. (Give examples or,some cases in
4.

real number line.) Perhapa a 're414 number

more helpful. 14:
A

relations among real

which we have used the

plane would-be even

7

Wd have associated r?.umberkwith points'of,the:line.'

How can we associate numbers with points pf the plarie? Consider
e

any poinli P in a plane. If thispoint is an,the number line
4.410

x. units from the zero. point, then tkitre 'is one' nuM(17r ex
4

If P 'islribt*on the number line, as"ahsociated P.'

Figure' 1, there is a' number, 3in

.as

tis case 7, which is associated with P the\ sense that it is
-*on the number line directly under P (it Would te directly over

P if P were below the number line). -This number is not
*sufficient by itse)f to locate . since 7 is on the nuMber line
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11.

and' 1:/ Ts 3 units above the line. Rephapswe need twp numbers
4, 4

to name, ,P, -using 7 as the first one because it is on the
.

.

, .
.

number line which we.already knoW. From 7 we could draw a

second number line to P, drawing it-vertical and with the zero of
v

this line coinciding with 7- on-the first'llne. On this vertical

line we find p at the number 3,;,. this number,we regard as the

ssecond number belonging to P. -The point P now has the

associated pair of niimberp (7,, 3). Wew4ite these as indicated,

'placing the nuM6er,found.glong the hbrizontal line fir6t, and the

one:found along the lierticaine.tecond, And enclosing them in

parentheses. We havenow,assigned to 'p a firit numberv.7, and

asecond number, 3, and we think-of these, asAn order6d'pair -6f

'numberelA70-,3) belonging to p' and called the coordinates of.

The,first number is called the abscissaof p and. the Second

number the ordinate of P.

A

Figure
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S.

In' Figure 2, th4i th e. ordered nunib6r, pairS
written for point 'Po Al 13,, Lo and Q.' are correct. IWhich.number is

N

written firat in each ease? Whicki is seScond? The.order is
imp 14r. t ant and hence we consider-only ordered liairs Note that

*the ordered pair 0.0;4) is not thet same- ae-the ..ordered. pair
(Ito 1). How does the ordered pabit:-for. Q ciiffer from that. for"...

. I

P ,Why is the secon51 number. for . 9 negative?.
In Figure 2 'what 'ordered pairs of numbers .a.rea

associated with points El C Ko and D.? What ordered pair is
associated with point Ess -which is on the number"line? This i4oipt.'

AI

is called the origin, and is associated with4 (Op 0) We may'

consider that the second number of_the ordered pair is the.
distance above or below the number line. What ordered Vairs' arp
associated with points F.. arid G ? Majte a/general statement about
the.second numigar of thd ordered pair associa ed with any point
which lies' On the horizontal number line.

If we have several .points in a plane, and a single
horizontal number line, is there any way in whitth'we can refine7 .

. 5 .
...our figure 'so that we ean identify the ordered pairs of numbers

. ,

ass'ociated` with the points without drawirig a separate vertical^
4line froM each point io the horizontal number line?. For this..

purpose we shall use coordinate paper''and dra...w only _one_ _second._

number line, passing through the origin and pewendicular 4;o. the
-,fir4t number-line. If.we label they:units of meaT.tre .on both of

these lines,.each of which is iaLled a coordinate axis, the
netWork of the coordinate pailer will permit us to choose -quickly
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z
,

4.0 9

. the suitable numbers ,of an.kordered pair: In fact, labeling ,the
i

un.14 may, be omitted if ()lie squsare is used to represent 9ne unit!
on. each .axls . We sfiall adopt this practice throughout the ,

41.

discusaian in thAs ckiapter...

41

Not that S 'and- i?igure 2 dp nat have :bile same
.:coorcrinatesi- the first coordinate' di -S. 'is 1 but,. the first,

,,coordinate of, .T is : ,The 'coordinates of S are ,the ordered ---
number piar (1, 14) while 'those'01" T . are the ordered number%)?.. ,.

,paIrt (4.1 The sament.ambers appear .in each pair, but 1pince,
the order is different, the ordered pairs are gifferent.'

:4
. Do you think it is always, true triat two different

points in the plane cannot' have.the same:coor4patewe
Ii

Exerciies 11 -.la..
,

`p 4 .\
t4

3. Write the ordered pairs of numbers which are associated with

*

the points, A through M in the figure below:,

06,

et,

4

.s

-4'.. t' , ', . I 1 ; , ) As ;
; i,

't.-- .....1*.........t..e.ee
:-

.

`4.4e

w;

Figure for Prob4.etil 1

40
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-The.four.parts of the plane,in:to which the number lines

divide the plane are 41led quadrants. These quadrants are

numbered counter-Clockwise, as in the figure for prOlem 2
-

'beginning with the quadrant in.the upper right-hand corner

where both cgordinates are positive. In which quWrants will

the points lie for which the second coordinate is.equal to,_
a

1.

. ,
the first?

Where are all the iabints whose.trdered pairs have 5ordinate S

-3 -boca:te as many of these ap'possibie. This,set of

points forms what ort of fiiure? A

Where are ,all the Points-whose .ordered, pairs have abscipsas
N 3

? Locate as many as ,possible.

Now let us shift our 'attention from points'to:numbers,
k

Select any real numbir as' the firgt
-seltfct any iear number as the) second of the pair, itCan we
associate with each such ordered pair a Rant on,the plane? 'Given

-

the ordered pair (-3
! 3

'can'you find a point lof Mat; plane

11

having these.coOrdina-tes? Explain how you locate the, point Does
*

.every ordered pair:correspond, to at least,,,one point? Exactly one
. 4

point? S.
0

Is it clear that for each point of the., plane there is

'exact one ordered pair of realhumbersand fOr each ordered

pair thereis' exactly pne-point? This is an-iplportant fact in



Exercises'll lb.
l. Using coordinate axes of

t,

4).

associated with the
.A(1, -3)
B(-6,

D(-7, -1).

E(-4, 0)
F(0, 0) -

In the figure you have

your own choosing, locate the points
fiaZowing ordered pairs of numbers;

'3ot5, .

11(-1, 5).

-6)

just drawn for Problem 11. are points
G. and

IC and

.11 2 the same?

?

Why? Are points T and
. ,

3 thetiai;Iii?

11,,

Wit e erence to a set .of coordinate. &Ices, mark the pointa
wit coo inatses: (2, 3), (2, 1), (20 71) 0), )

(2, 4,1:5& ); (20 . What is true oPall of .these. ordered
pairs numbers? Where are all the- points for whikch :the

1.:

absois ef the, rdered pair is 2 ?
A

If you locate -several point's' whose ordered pears have, 5.5 t r.
their ordinates, .where would all-these points lie?

%

With reference to a set of coordtnate xea, locate eight.
. points whose .coordinates are pairs of munbers for whiCh th,

firat and second numbers are the..iame*, If you could locate.
woUldyottlitiVel?7"

Let, ud think of 'moving all,the' ioints.of 4. plane in the
ollowli.ng manners' Each point wit1 coordinates

.smoved ttk. the point% with coford tea , Describe-this
in terms of taking the opposite, :Aro cer way, pp lo9k1ng at
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this is io conside; that the points
of the plane are rptated one-half
a revolution about the y-axis, as
indicated, in the. figure for problem
6. Answer. the 'following questions,
and locate the points referredl to
in'parts. (a) and .(b). 4

a Into what points do the folloAing pol* go;. (?, 1),

(2, ..4), (-1 2)2' .
%.4j, (3, 0)1 (-5, 0),

,
2)0. ( 2)\

1,-2)* (1,72)-

.Figure for Problei 6. 14

(0, 2), (0.,. -2) ?

(b) What points .go into the points- listed in
What point does (a, -b) go into?

(d) I What *point does ( -a, b) go intp?
fe) Wha point goes into, (a, b) ?
(f) What points go into themielves?

) .aboie?

.1

$uppose a point with coordinates (a, b). .is..moved into the

point''. + 2, b). 'Thisipan be thought of as sliding the
points, of the, plane to th4 right 2 units . 'Answer the .

followilng questions vand locate .a11 of th t. point's in parts
(a) an-d .(b)

" (a) .-What pdints do the Opowing p ints go into: (1,

-1), - (-24 .2) (0, -3), (34 0)1'
(b) What p9ints go into' the points listed in (a) above?

A - 24 b)._' go?

(d) What poii;rt g ds into (-a, b)?
fe). Which points go into themselVes?
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Gra hs of open sentenCes with two variables.

If we assign the values 0 nd -2 to the :variables of the open

sentence

'is it then a 'true sentence? To which variaiDle did you assign 0

To whiqh -2 ? Were there two different ways to make these

adsignments?

To avoid the kind of confusion yoii met in the preced.
"-i

paragraph, let us agree that whenever we write an open sentence

with two Variables, We mist indicate which of the yariables is to

be taken .first. When the Variables are x and yp As in the

above example, x will always be taken first.

J...

With this agreement we are ready, to examine the, connect--

ion between aci (3roen S'entence wi tib. two ordered variables and an

cardered. pal r

id

of real numbers, each paip has a firat.number WhICh.WêS associate

with the.first variable of the sentence andt a second number which

we associate with the secOnd variable; In thip Wayan open:

sentence with two ordered variables acts as a sorterr-it korts the

set of all ordered pairs cot real numbers Into two subsets:

(1). the Set of ordered pairs which make the sentence true,amd

*(2) the set.of ordered 'pal.rs 'which make the sentence ;alse.

As before, we.call this first set the truth set ofthe sentence.

NoW we-c-an an-swer-the question in the first paragraph

if we specify the ordered pair (0, -2). Mies the ',ordered pair

'0 72) 'belong to the set of ordered pairs forwhich..
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3y - 2x + 6 = G.
`It

is a true sentence? Does the ordered' pair (-2, 0) belong to the

truth set?

4
An ordered pair helonging to the

with two variables is called a solution of
041111.4111Molmimilmemill41111

truth set of a sentence

the sentence, and this

ordered pai*i is said to'satipfy tge sentence. If r is taken-as

the first variable, what are some solutions of

DoeS the ordered pair (7

-.a soh], on?

If

s = r 1

73). satisfy this. sentence? Is

is taken as the first mgriable, what' are

ordered Pairs in the truth set of

v = 2u2 ?

some.

Is (-1, 2) a solutiOn of this -senterige? Does 42, satisfy

#

Throughout this chapter we will use only x and y' as
4

vaAables in order to focus attention on properties of sentences

4

with two ordered variables. But many times in the future you will

see other variatles us!zsd', and then you must always whibh

vs.rielas is used first.

One othee point needs to be stressed. The sentence*

y = 4 " can be considered as a sentence in one varis.ble 70 gr
'

it ean be considered aS a sentence with two Ordered variables z
3==eret=1=13a,klasaaabli-%

and y. When we ally that

we'me4n that,

.41

leo

4" 0.1-5 a sentence with two

14= 4 la :an abbreviatiam

(0)1c (l)y
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.What axe some solutions of this Aentence? WhWis tru6 of every

ordered paip satisfying this sentence? If "x = -0 is a*

sentence with two variables, then "i m.-2". is an abbreviation

13.-2

for
(1)x = ( ) y = -2 4

1

What is true of every ordered pair'satisfying this sentence?

Exercises 11 - 2a.
WMINANIO.IIIMINFIRMINIMISAWAY

1. Describe the truth sets of the following,open sentences in

two.ordered vaPriables x y
4, it

(a) Y 5 (c) =

-X-=,40 (d) X = 3,

Find .four solutionstof each of the following open sententes:-

(a) y mt. 3x - 2

(b) ,y M 2 + x

For each of the sentences in Problem 20 find two ordered pa:Irs

which dointt satisfy the senten9e..

With-respect to
se4

parate sets. of coordinate axes, locate the
. t

points whoe coordinates are the solutions you fouhd for each.
v

of tile sentences in -Problem 2.
4.

Remember that every point of the pline has an associated

pair of numbers called its coordinates. Now we, tee that an open

sentence wdth twO ordered varia4Xes not only sorts the set of

it also sorts the Agaordered pairs,,of numbers into two 'subsets

of the_atle into tag subsets:
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) the sdt of all points whose coordinates satisty
the zentence, and

(2) all other points.
I

As before, we call this fi3.7st sei ot points the lima of the

4

sentence.
A

We will be intepsted to learn what sort of figure on if

the plane this graph,will be for any given" sentence.' Let us try,
an- eltample, the sentence

4.1

We can guesz

t. Try to guess
ier to 4ritermine° solutions it we wr:11-e- an equivalent

2x - 3y - 6 = 0 '.t
4several solutions, s2Ach as .(3., C) and

pome mitre so4utions. Notice thai it woul4

equation having -y i;.y itself on the left side:
2x - 3y - 6 = ,9

3y p ve

2ty x 2
3

We call this last equivalent sentence. the &form of the original
2sentence. Now we see that 11 y = can b.itt translated into3 . a

-an English sentence in terms of abscisSas and ordinates of pOirits
C

2on its graph: "The ordinate is '2 less than of the abscissi:1-
. 3-

"Ole

2Since we shall be taking of the abscissas it might3
be -simpler to use abscissas which are multiplets of 3 .1f the,

-aba-e±ssa ±3heor ord*r to form a
solution. Why? If 'the abscissa is what mat the ordinate
be? Continuing; We can 'fir). in a table 'of ordititid
tatisfy the sentence:7'
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*

t

7

... r

4,

, r

Yotx till in the empty squares.

Figure

4

In Figure 3, the points ( 6, ) (3,-9) and (9, 4) seem-
a . 4..

a

to lie% on a straight line. Do the other pants whosie coordinateL
,

. . . a

:. yolk, found in the table of solutions alio seem to 'lie on this line?
This brinis up..the question: If 'we draw the Alia throuigh these

a

pointsi will we pand, on it aitthe points suth' that each hu
2"ordinate 2 less than-7 of, the abacifitsa?" jurtheragre mUst



ask: .1.êver7 Poin,on this line's. point whose "ordinate is
2less-than- of the abscissa" ?

SuppOse we try a point which appears to ,bp on the linq,

? $uch as point A in Figure 3. The coordinates of this point are

-16i 2) .Do-these t-oordinates satlify the equation 2x.- 3y -6 = 0?

When we say that a ,specified line is the graph cf a

particule open sentence, we mearkthat boih our questiong 'above
-

are ansilered affirmatively:

(1) if two ordered nlImbers satisfy the sentence,

they are'the coordinates of a point on the.line3

if a point is on the 3.inf.'Ii4 coordinate satisfy

the open sentence.

r
Thus, the line drawn in.FigUre 3 is the graph of the sentence

2x - 6 = 0 .
We can do the same with such open sentences as

Ay_4- 5x . 11 5 8

'ecase reach e same conclusiort:
4

There is a line whi4, is tpe 5giaph oi the

'sentence. In.facti given any open ientenge

of.the form
*

Ax By + = o,
where A B0 and,C are real numbers- with

?and A not both, 0 -there is a 4ine that

1,10.5_1e_sra open. -sentence .
I

Conversely, gAven any line In tile plane, ere Is an

open sentatice'of the-above form that has tpe lint ae. Os graph.
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Exercises 11 - 2b.

1. Where are all the points'in the plane whose ordinates

ixe -3 ? -Lo9ate as many of these as possible.

11 -2

With reference to one'set of Coordinate axes, locate the

set of points whose coordinates satisfy the iollowing

eqpations,'that 'it, the points whose.pairs of coordinatei

belong to the truth sets of the equations.

(a) y= 5 (c) = 0

(b) y 0 (d) x = 2

What is the equation whose graph is the horizontal *axis?

4

What is the equation whose gra0h ii the vertical axis?

With,reference to a set of coordinate axes, find the points

such that each has the abscissa equal'to the opposite of the

ordinate, usIng all possible pairs of, real numbers which-,have

meaning within the icope of your graph.' With r'eference to
the 'same-axes.r, loc4e_the_points such that_ eaoh has ordinate
twice the abscissa; th.e'p9ints sudh that each. has otdtnate

that is 'elle oPposite of tgice tile abscissa. What, general .

,

statiments can y u maim oosnerning th?se graphs? Write'open-
,

sentencei for ea h of
With reference to one

of the following:

(a) ? =,3x.

b)

(c) =2**X

the graphs drawn.
44,4/

set oft coordinate axes, dram the,gfaphs

4

, y.= -3x

(e) le= -6x
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What characteristic do all of these have in common? ,How does,

the graph (a). differ from' the graph of (d.) ? '. Does the

same pattern apply to the graphs of

graphs of, (c) and '-(t)

(b) and (e) ? Tp the

With rdference to one set'of coordinate axes, draw the graphs

of the following, a:rid

(a) Y + 5

(b) y,- x '3
p 4

(cY Y 2x + 5

011# does the

labeL each one:

(d)

(e)

(f),
.r

graph sof (

y = x
1y = + 2
3

-y 2

differ from the graph of (b)

xoW does the graph Of (c) dltfer frow-the graph of (d) ?

-How does the graph of (e) diffeilfrom the graph oi (f)

'What is true of the graphs o'f: ,(a)- and (b), and also of

the.graphs of (c)- and (d), that is not true.of the graphs

.of (e) and (V)

trith ference td a set of co6rdinate axes, find five points,.

for which the ordinate .is greater than the abscissa: AreaLl

of these points on one line? Vhereare they? -What is the'
I

sentehce whose graph is this set of points? Where are the-
...-.

4

points whOse absciesa'is less than 4# ordinate? Yhat-is

the sentence whpse graph is this set-of6points? When w4 wiah.
4

to draw the graphs of sentences such as\these we shall

indicate the graphs*by shading-in the portion of the plane

. 4.

4.

whigh contains'those pointstw 4be.coordinates make the sent-
.

enge truel-as in Figures 4 an4 ,2:f the verb is Ilia-

greater than beequal te,
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we make the boundary, line solid, as in Filitire 4, while the
verb 7is greater .than" or 7is-.less than" is 'indicated by -2'

using a. dashed line for the toUndarj between the shaded and.

the unshaded i.egio4s as in Figure .5. In :these two illustra-
tions, *the line is the graph* of the sentence y..=,z.3x. This
graph, which is a line, *separates the plane into two half-
2.1.21m. The graph of 7 > '3x is' the half-plane 'such that
every ordinate is greater than three times the abscissa; the
boundary line, y = 3x, is not included 'in the region.and is,
therefore, drawn as a dashed line. The graph of y > 3x is,
the half-plane. including the ,1ine y = 3x; the line is here
drawn s'olidly to indicate that it 41 included.°
With, reference to A set of coordinate axes draw the graph of
the set of points ass'ociated with the ordered pairs of
ntiibers stiCh that each has ordate two greater .than.the
abscissa., What open sentence can you write for this-set?
Now draw the graph or thb following operrientences:
(a) y> x 4. 2 (b) x +. 2 .

-

IS -it possible to draw both oi*these:graphs with reference to
the same coordinate axes?
GiVen 7 I xl In#this ieritence, y ever negative?..

i
Write the solutirns for which the aberql.ssas are: 3 -1,

.
1- ,..0, 1. -e, 4.. Graph the open sentence 7 = ixf `with*'2 ° 4 , 1,..

II

-the-cpatines ot-your cgordInate-paper. ...

Y
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In problems4 9 ancl,..

'4-23 11 -

76t
11) *wiiirite the sentence in the y-form.

+1.

(ii) Find at least five oi.dered pairs of numbers

which'satisfy ttae equation. '(Why do we need 'no

more than :two poAnts to graph th9--1'ine? iiore
Ipoints are desirafole as a ch7k.)

(iii ) Draw the graph to its extent on your paper.t-
t

,

With reference to one set of axe: draw the graphs of
the following:.

(a) 2x y 0

(b) 3x - = 0

1(d)

(°'
. (c) x -: 2y = 0 (f)' xt 4. y.

e!, What lis trt!e about ttkgraphs or all 'these open sentences?
-..

41 . With reference to_one set of ax s 'draw th+ graphs..
.

of the following:

(a) 2y = -9

(b) 3x 2y = 6_
4

(c) 3x - 2y .12

.3x -

3x

1,

What.is true of.the graphs of all hese open sentences?



11. Draw the graphs of.each of7the folloing idith referpnce

to a,different set of

(a) - 7Y = 14" (c)

(b) 1=. 7y > 14 (a)
'4

2x - 7y < 14

2x - 7y > 14

12. Yith.reference to one set o axes draw the graphs of each

:Jko,f the following:

(a) 42y (e) ,5x y 10.

(1?)',. 2x 5y = 10 4, Aoi
(d) 3;.t 4y = 6

'which point seems to lie on three of these lines? 'Do is

cdordinads saiiky opeil senten.ces associated with

these.three iines?

V A

13. Witibreference.to one Set of axesdraw-the graphs of*each

df the, following:

(a) 2x ..- 3y = 10

(b) -x.+.2y.='

(c) '3x,t.2y

(a)
,

araw.the-graphs of the 6pen.'ntences: (P164 at lea

tencqrdered pairs.satisfying each equation.) \

(a) y-= x2

(b) y

( 4 y = x2 +

(d)

Are,the'graplis of these open sentences' lines? How do these

open sentences differ from those considered'in previous

exeraies in this ch.apter'? Can we say that the gilaph) of

every .open sentence ls a Straight line.?
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a

:FiLgure 6 are drawn two sets of '4xés as indicated: the
. (x 4-axes aAd,: the' (ao b)-axes,

6

(9.) li'or each.. of -the points P through Wo give, the
ne,

coordinates with'%respect to each set of axes, as is.

indicated below for P:t
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'A

"gl 3

(b) Give the ,(al-b

426.

coordinates of the'points whose (x

k coordinates are (5, 3, TO; s(-10 0); (3, 5)

11 3- g21.01..aal,a12112244,..

set of axes, draw the graphs described in

NIth reference to one

(a)' through (10 below:

The Ordered pairs of numbers fpr whiah the ordina'pe is

eqUal to the abscissa; \

Pill in the bla in the table below so that the pairs

::satisfy the con ion:

These paix:s have been chosen so that the corresponding -

,points proceed from left to right across the paper.'

Now connect successiVe points with lines. What seemi

to be true of these lines? 'Which points.4n the table.

do not lie on the line through (-60 -6) and (6, 09 /8

tlr point ,(8 8).on the line? extend the line in both'

directions, as f'a'r as pt;Ssible.

What is the open sehtence.which describes this

graph for all points in the plane? What does this line

do to the angliss fOrnied by the vertical and horizontal

axes?

(b) The ordered pairs of numbers for which the seoond is the

negative of the first. Pill in the table below:



4.

(e)

427 ,11,- 3

.

.

x -4.3 2.5 6.1
.

Y 5.4.

Could you, dItermine pairs which fulfill the .conditiOn

without making the chart? -.If 'you Cant'do this mentally,

you will not always need the chart. 'Can:you-draw a line

ough alI of these points? Extend it as'far as

possible ih both directions.

lihat is the open ,sentence which describes t9*, line?

Wm does --it,--differ from_ the_open sentence-of, the_4ine

'The oqigred,pair for which the ordinate iss twice-the

abscissa.: Try to .12.aw this graph without filling a

chart of pairs of, nuilibers::

P'or-this:--and,.-the. ones which follow, mike -a 'Civ.rt :if

necessary. .Draw a complete* line- to get 'all the'- possible points,

which fulfill the -condition, and write the open sentence which

describes the graph.,

(d) The ordered pairs for which the ordinatilis

(e)

*the abscissa.

The ordereevairs

the.abialtasaii,

The ordered pairs

the ordinate.

six times-

for which-the ordinate is three times

for which the absoissa i -6 times
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"

(g) The ordered pairs for which the ordinate is 3 times

the abscissa.

(h) 'The ordered pairs for whIch the abscissa is one-half

the,ordinate.
4

) The ordered pairs' for which the ordinate is mlnus

(j)

one-half the abscissa
-

The ordered pairs for

of the abscissa.

which the .ordinate is. one-sixth

(k) The-ordered pairs for 14hich the ordinate is minus'-
,

one-fifth of the abscissa.

Exercises 11'. 3a. liefer to the graphs Just drawn toi:answer the

following questions:, tffotipe that each of the sentenebs You have

written is in the y-form.)

1. List, the coefficAents of x in the open_o.entences for which

tille.lines lie between the grapt4 of ui := x and ix = 0".

What do you.observe about thesp cOefficients?
.1

List the coefficients of x in the open sentences for 'which

the lines lie.betWeen the graphs of "y = 0" and

What is true of these coefficients?

3. last the coefficients of x in the open sentences for which

the.lines lie between the graphs of fly = 0", and "yra

ue- of-these- -coefficients?
List' the coefficients of x , in the open sentences for which

"y = xit

the line,lie between the graphs of."y*

What is true.of these coefficients? .

x11. and i"x =
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a

Where' would you expect to find the graph of each- of the-

_follOwing open sentences: y = *91x y = .l0Ox y = .56x
5 5x 24x 25x k

Y Y .75.7 Y .k2ire

Make a listl of information concerning a set 'of 'lines on' the.
origin,. (Note: a point lies on a line and'a line IA on, or

c

lies On, a aliat ,if it'21-1Ela Ini9241..the a

What* could you. .s-ay about ttle graphs of equations of the forh-C';..

kx",, where k is la real number.
What do you know about the graph of ny = kx4" when k

.f
positive9 sWhen k is negative? 'When k is between 0 and
1 ? When le > .1 '? When k < -1 ? When Iki ) 1

When iki < 1 ? When k is 0 ?

4 to .?ince k deteiimines the direction of the line, it is
tcalled the skope., of the lame i y = kx"'

14). the=vieceding' exercises we have 'been cOnsidering

open . sentences whose graphs are lines throUgh the ,origiff.- Now

-let us considet' 'some lines 'which may not lie on-the origin.- draph
the following open ,sentences with i.eference to the. same coordinate

axes:.

(a) y x ( ): y = .) y =

For the -first of these no table. of values should be
= 2necessary. We need simply .note -that-the ordinate must be 7 o

the abscissa. In order .to get points which.are easy to locate we,
couid clioosg giultUles of 34 foxvivalues.,of: X.: .To draw ..the

graph' of the second' open sentenpe, we Should note that to each
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a

ordinate .in the graph ofthe first wt add 4; How could we find

,the ordinates of points for' the third open sentence?

What are the doordinates of the points at which lints

(a) (b), and (c) intersect the vertical axis?' Do you see any

relation between these points and equations (a), (b), and (c)

--1W6

.:)

Pivre 7. -

4
a

04 41 and. 'the ar......te e am% e s -of their taespectiveequations.-----
4Points .(0 0) 0 t00 4) f.nd 10, -.3) are .ithe z-zrampact of the 7

respective lines. Explain how the graphs of "y + 4" and

3" cquld be obtained by moving the graph of "yi ".



Write two open sentences such that4the absolute-value

of the y.intercept number 'is 6 and the coefficient of x is
. Draw the graphs cif 'these open sentences

In the figUres wkich yog_ drew at 4the beginning of this

seation, all of the lines had' thia same y-intercepti but many

,different slopes.

The sloide of a line is the coeffici'ent of

X in the corresponding sentence written in the

y-fbrm.

The slope' may be either positive, negative or 0. For what

.poslXions ok the 'line is the slope negative? 0?

.Cdven two points P and Q on a line, .1

the 22.22e of die line is the quotient of the

- vertical change by the horizontal ohange as

11.

we move from P. to Q.

t.,

In Figure 8 we have a line ;which is the9 graph of

2
This line passes througli potnts (2, .2) ana

4(1i, -7). Verify this. the ordinates are 2 and 7, respective3y,

and their difference, which is .the vertical change., is
or"...5., The' abicissas are 2 and 4, respectively; so the
h9rizontal change is 4 2, or 2. Thus the slope of the line

is the quotient:
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a

ft

a,

41

a.

vertical change
Irrizontal change

,, . *lgote the order obseFved in finding these differences:

2 .

the
first numbe*hn the numerator is-the ordinate 7 *of ..he

*

.(4 7),1 the first number in the denominator must -be the! abscissa
I. 14 of the sane point. What'iyalue would we find for thl sllpe ii:.

. ... .4

I 1

4we used as je first .number in)rillm 4:tor.xtd denQmInatr t
ordinate ancij'abscisea. respectively, ,of the 'po t . (2 2) ?

\
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Would thiits, value compare with the value just found? Whaffsis the

slope of the line on tile points (6, 5) and (-2, ? On the

piAnt's 7)4' and. (7, 3) ?,

Here we' have two ways of finding the slope ot a line:

One is to determine the coefficiert of xv in the y-forM. of iti

equation; the other is to sooxnpute the quotient ofthe 4thanie, in

the ordinate by the change in ihe abscissa from ong point to

another on tAe line. How do we. know these twd nutbers are the

same?

Consider a line such as the one dra in PAiure 9
. ,

-

through pOints P, and Q1,. If we let P .>be the origtn of a set

of (a, ob)-coordinate axes, then the line .passes* through .the,

origin of the (a, b)-,xes. With reference to the (a4 .15) axes,

what are the coordinktes of Q ? Now what is the equation of this:
,

line; in the variables a, b -? Compare the .coefficient. of
,

this \equation with the Q.oefficiint of x in the' y-fprm of the

equa0.on'. Onthe other hand, the quotient of *the' cha.nge

ordinte 1 izr the change in abscissa from P to q is
,

5
.

. .

2
.

this the .same number as,the coefficient of a in the .0., p.

equation of the line? How cou1d wq4 prove. t ese two determinapions

of the sope to be the, same tor any 1 ne?

Exercise 3b.

1. Foin f--the-line-one-ach-of the fOrrow g7pal-rs-of-
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6,

6) and (-4, -l).

(3, -12) and (-&, 1 0)

(4,- 11) \ailla (71:0 - 2.)

(6°, 5) and (6, 0) .

(0, 0) anh

(01'0 and (.7, 4)

:In Figure

or J....
(-7) 13 ,

finding.that trims t

.Figure 9.

a

we note that the slope of the line is

e 'could tchec1sehis by count:ft the squares,

3) :to (6, 2) 'thiitre arb 5- unii;
the vertical change and 13,:un ts 3.4 the horizantal..phange. It
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mould be postible tp.vrite,the open .septence of this line with a
.4' .

bit more infbrmaUoill ti:a:tis0- if we knew,wat the y-intercept.
,

numDer waS%
.. .

.
, . .

!

.

In the casA of the line in Pigurd ',10: we note that
t

it.

. .

.papses through points (-60 6) and (-30 2); so we know that its

'slope is or .
3 Afsol it lies on the pointsrgr.7.77777

. .
,

/
(.;-6,-.6) and 0 ,1-2)

I

, . .

R
6;

3;2)7

N

Figure 10-,

?-
from whiar fact we gould age:in Aetermine .tI9 slope to be

I 1

( ) 0

befoizeS. 6o we know that 4 is the sepatiop ofa line with

5.

8
;, ..74, vaop. 1a the same result as that- 1' t±`.!

'

S.
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the same slope ab ,the one we have In ligure.10 but whiah lies on

the origin. We have shown that the y tercept number olie- the line

in Figure 10 is 72; hence, its equatio is '"y..=-4;c - 2"

What is the equation for a line parallel a the line in Figurp.10,
$

buthich lies on the point ,(0 6.)

'Sx'ercises 11 - 3c.

,
1. What is the, equation of 4 line on the point (0', 6) and

4parallel to the line whose equation' is y = - 2 ?

What is the equation. of a line parallel to y =

a.nd lying on the point (0, ..;12) ?

14hat is the slope of all lines parallel to

What is the slope of all#linea parallel to

. What is the equation of a gine- wh

'whose y-intkercept number *is... -3 ?

14

2y = -Tx ?

5ope Is -r .0..nd

.What is the open Sentence 61., a. line 'which passes thro.ugh
.

11)' and (2, IL) , and hap i-intercept -Lb, ?

What is' the 'equation of the line which' 4ps on 15.,
(-50 -)4) And has y-intercept tluMber 0 ?

,
$ . -

Noy let vs see how the slope and the y-intercept can,

----.

land

'help us to draw lines

y-intercept number 6.
. *.

open sentence. 'To draw the gr'aph, Ve start- at the..Y-intercept

(0, 6).. Then we use the slope to locate other points .on'the line.

2
Suppose a line 'has slop! 7.7 and

Let us draw the'line as 'well as write its
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0.
4

Figure 11.

2The fact that the slops is meani that .we shall find
point of the line*three uniti to the left 6f (Os 6) "and tw

units .ups and another pgint thre.e -units to the r4Ight and twO
down. Still another is 6 units to the .'right arid 4 units aown.
See FigtIre . We can repeat.' this proceis iso often' as we wish,

aryl 'quiclay get a succession of._ points ',.through 4whitch', we -bay 'draw
-

the line.' Write the open' sentence for the Row wail& we
7

2have,'.P...hosen._ theLpo-ints. with_ vespeet to (f4
-

been 4? What mould the, -open sentence, of- tliis line bey

1:
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Exercises 11.-- 3d.

1 With refirence to a set of coordinate axes, ielect the point

'

NI,

(-6, -3) and* on this point draw- the aine whose slope
,what is the equation of this line?

Draw -the following lines

,(8.) on the point .(-1 5) with slope/
'4

( b ) bpi: the p!billt (2 2 ) witfi slope -
. c

,(e) an the point' (3, 4) -with slope 0

(d) ork the point ..(43, 4) '1.41b11. 9.ope 2

is

) on the pant. (-3, -4) with no .slote. (What type of
'9441.ne has no slopecit What isa the difference between\ Ps

(0) APA- 0 ?

ConSiae. the ),ine on the points (1 -1) .And '(30 3). ,Is

.the point ( 3, -9) qn this liritt? CHint: determine the
slope or .tiv line on_ (1/1 71) and (3 3); 'then .determ'ine
the' sloir .of the line on) (1, -:-1) and (-3,. -9).)
a

(a) What do the fines: Whose open *sentences are
= v.6x.0 y = - have in common?

t

4
WhaVdo the linea-4/hoie open sentences are

.)
x.44. 4.",

ny
n 2x7 = - 7" have in common?

What -do---the -Iiries--whose-_-open-sentences-are-1
v. 4

*e
we 3"

6
1..*y

444,

;
have in common?.

A'
s,

trtaF:,
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(d) Wha:t de, the lines whose open sentences are "x 2y = 7"
it 3.

= 3", and "2x + 4y =' 12" have in common?
2

Show, ihat-your answer is correct by drawing trle graphs
-

of these three lines.

Given the equations:

(a) 3x .4 4y 12 (b) 2x,- 3y = 6

What is the-Y-intereept nuMber of each? Draw their graphs.

Write eaqh equation in the y-form. What is the Alope of e.ach

line? Cheek with its graph.

1

Write each 'q the Sollowing equaqons the y-form. Using

the slope and the y-intercept, graph each of the ,lines.
N

a

(a) ax y

(b) - 4y =

(e) kx + 3y 7 12

(dj 3x - 6y = 12

Are you certain, that the *graphs of. these open sentences are

lines? Why?

Write'-the equation of each -6r the following 'lines:

2
(a) The slope is -1 and the y-intercept Aumber is

3
(ib) The*slope is apd the y-intereept number' is

4 .

The slope is snd the, .y-intercept pumber. is

(d) .The elope is .7 and tbe y-intereept number is

(e) The .s1ope is m **and the y.intercept 'numbei is .-b
a

11.

Can the eqUation of everrstraight line be put in this
A,

form? What about the equOions of the coordinate axes?

a.
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Given points (0, 0) and (3 4) with a line on them

'What is the slope of the lirie? What is iti' y intercept?

Write.the equation of the line.

Write the equation Of the line whose y-intercept number is

.7 and which passes through the point (6, 8). What is the

8 *I'slope of the ,line? Could you write the'slope as. ?
6 - 0

101 What is the slope of the line on (-3 2) and (3 -4)

If (xi y) is' a point op this same line, verify 'that the

sloope it also . 'Also verify that L.-7-12a :is
x (-3) x - 3 ,

the slppe. If -1 and are different mames for
x (-3)

the slope, show that the equation of the line is

(71) (X, + 3)" thai it can also 'be written

11".y. + 4 (:1) Oc i)

11. Writq the equations o the, lines through the following iiairs

of points:

.; 1 '

44ny exprtession in one vardabie .4x .Of "the form "kx + nit

a

11.

(0, -3) and (-5, 2) 4*(e) (-30 .3) and (6, 0)
and (0, -4) CO (.3, 3) and (150' 3)

-2)\ and .4(-3, (g) (-30,3) and (-3, 5)

4(54-2) 8114 (0 15)

,

where, k ando n are numbers said to be linear in
feePIMPAIIIMONMINS ~WY

and, is Salled a linear vazezsio.n.iin x, since the graph of
..,

the. ()pew' sentence
,

X
gig

"y- n" htraigilt . The

..01
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grap4 of ..= kx + n" is al'so called the faaph of the
ejarsItiori "kx + n. Draw the graph Of each' of -the :fol-
lowini lineaii 'expressions:

-(a) 2x - 5 (c) -sx 1

(b) -22s +
(d)

$--x + 22

13. Consider a rectangle whose length is 3 units greater than its
width w .

(a) Write .an expression in w wh7dre .value fo15 ,each value

is equal to the perimeter of the- re9tangle. Is
this a linear expression in w ?
Write an expression in w for, the area of the rectangle.

IIs -this a linear expression in w ?

J14. Consider a circle of diameter
(a) Write an EQ\ipression in ci for the Circumference of the

circle. Is this expression linear in d -1 What happens

'46

to the circumference if the diameter is doubled?
Halved? If c- is the eircumferen(ep Syhat Can you say
about the ratio *? How does the value of change

when Ithe value of d is changed?
Write- an expreSsion d. for the area o the circ34-.
Is this expreasion. linear fin ci ? -Is it linear in

4

d2 '? If is the_area_ of the T_O;rcla.__what_can_you..say-

about the ratid ? lihat about the-, ratio 4 fr -Does-
Athe va4.ue of the 'ratio.. 7- change., when 'the-Tvalue of

is changed? D9es the value or change when d is

changed?

`'

it
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15. in the case of the special linear expression "kx", the value

Of the expression is said to .1...tjailirtstlysas,the value of.

the variable x Vie coefficient k is called the constant

-of variation. The value of the expreision kx2 is said tovaiiVaa

Itty. rily.L.e.2.12.34 as the square- of the value of x,

(a) Does the circumferender;f a circle4'vary direc441y assthe

diameter? What is the constant of variation in this

case? Does the area of the circle.vary directly as the
4 .

diameter? Does the areie vary directly aa.the1square of

the diameter? What is the constant ,OVvariation?

In terms of a graph, what does the.c6nstant of variatiOA

-mean?

If the constant of variation'is nesative, w1at can you

say as to the way-infwhich the villUe of the expression

.varies when you change the value of the varia.ble?

(d) What would be the fortvof an expressioa in one variable

x such that the value of the expression varies 'directly

as the square root of x ?

16. An'automobiIe is moving at a constant'speed aloriglail4traight

road. If t *is the time in hours since the start,"wrlte

an expression in t whose value' is the distance:traveled in

miles. Is this expression linear in t ? oes

vary directly as the time? How can you interpret the con,

staMitof va.riation ia this example? If it Is kn* that th'e

automobile hastraveled 25,miles at the end of 20 mlnutes,

what is the c9nsTant of variation?
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k17 /h the case of am expression of the. form .? the value of .

the expression is said to maxi aw.w2.1222.1 as the valu of x.

The number k is the constant of variation.

(a). Draw the graphs of the open sentences:

,4?
2

Y = Y = 37

(b) If the variable x is given iltareasIng'positive values,

what can you say of the values of ? Do theY increase

or decrease? Does it matter whether k is pobitive or

negative?

18. A rectanglellas an area of 25,square units, aneone side has'

length w units.

(a) Write an exprtission in w for the length of the other

si e.

(b) Is this a case of inverserariation? W)at is the

constant of variation.?

,(c) Draw the graph of the expressipn in (a) e

11 - atet of 22e4 sentences Ins.92.yjasi irr.raera
% #

21a12:. (Optlonal) In drawing graphs of'open tenttinces we mist

keep in mind thattevery-point of a graph is assoVated with soMe

pair of real numbers. Suppose we consider a sentence-In which

the va4ues of the variables are'restricted to integers,

the coordinates of pol.ntp on the-graph must be integers. .What
4P

would...such a graph lbok



first let us consider the coordinate axes.- Would they

still be straight lines? It seems that they are.sets of points

such al (01.i), (00 2)0 (00 3), etc., .since we are restricting

ourselves to integers, and we might wish to distinguish the axes

for such 'cases from othe coordinate axes for all real numbers.

However, a serisvs bf jts would be apt to be confused with the

graph itself; so we use\a series of short dashes for' eadi axis.

Figure 12.

VA Is the -open -sentencer-asiretated wIth the- -graph- In --

Figure 12 '' 'rl determining this, we first note that the graph
. N.

.. .inclUtkes poiritcl' with int,gral. coordinates Only, and second that-
*

each ordinate lis the opposite of the correpponding labscissa.
. ..

4.
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This may be stated as followsl

445

ity

11 - 4

x and' y dre

integers such' that -10 < :e< 10 and -10 < y 10"

In Figure 13 the arrows indicate tha.ti these points may

go on beyand the limit of this di.agram. Note that there are no
points for x ;-= 20 x 4, x.= -10 and. others., What do

1you notice about the .ordinatp corresponding to each abscissas if
we as.sume that all the, points, lie on a straightS line, as, these
points seem to indicate? We lould wriite the open sentence:
ny S where x ansi y are Aintep Mhy can the abscissa
not be 1 or 2 ?

*a.
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Consider Fig4re 14., For this aet of twelve point it

seems there is no simple open sentence. Can you describe the,
. `

limitations oh the abscissas? What sti4ement can you make about

.the ordinatet?

.140. alaM aailaw

pp

1

t

Ii
a Ma. OM 01.1401.Nra)SNP. VOW

0
I

a

-40 -11 -op

--4-
1-

*1*

Figure 14,

*

to

These facts could berstated in a compound op40 sentence as.

followa: _"1 < x < 6 and 1 < y < 5, where x ancl i are

integers" 0

.**

a

at



_

1

Notice that here the aonnectiva for the compound
sentence is and- note also that the points whose toordinates
make the senence ue are Only those whJ,ch belong lta the truth
sets of both parts of ths compound sentence.

.01111Millineftle

.

41

° *
4- 41 0
4. -41- -IV-0

4- 4! 40 41 - -41 11- 41i7

4P

* *
$11

-0-0; - AD-74'
i :1) '711'

.

*-

I. -*.

Figure 15

In Figure )15 a different situation exists. Let Us see

what open sentence will describe\ this graph. The three hori
Z.4

tal rows ofbdots could bei the graO1 of the sentence:

where x .and 7 . are integers" Then we write a sentence which
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describes the three vertical, rows of dots:. "1 < x < 5 where
. x -and y a!re integers"
total set of points is "1 < x < 5 or 3 < y 7, where

The open sentence whichi.describes the
ic and.

\ y 'are integ

NOtice that

includeS all

ers" . AnotheT way of stating this 'w,ould be:
i . 1*or 4 ...,y '.-5. 6 where x- and y integers" .,

the connective 'here -is orJ And lat the graph..,1.
'r 4 0points which belong to the truth ets of either; of..

-the two, parts et the compounV sentenc or td

W7

W reference. to. Separ3. ate sets of coordinate

oth of them,

(a-)

ar4 y integers, '.1draw- the grap
- X= for 76 <

(b) y. = 3x - 2

(c) y =L2x + 4

Draw the graphs

separate set Of

< 6

axes, and,
1

of ea:ch of the fallowing;

of each of the following with referenpe to
coordinate axes:

(a) -3 < x < 2 and

integers.

CO 73* < x < 2

4ntegers.

5 < x < 6 or- < y < 32 where x and y are

-2 < y < 1, where 'x and y are

-2 .< y < where x' and .are

integers,

(d) 5 < x < 6 and

4

= where x and r are int4e

a ;
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.41

4.4.9

Write a compound open sentence whose truth set is [(-3., 3)).
Write open seri4nces whose truth sets are the' rollowint sets
or pOints:

(c)

.1

...,
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.

' t
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A t

.
t

a
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a
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4.
; X

. 1
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* i
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t i
.

:

41.

'41!
t*.

I ,

4.)

inr

t

I.
t
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I t I , * ,
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ti, 1141 j.j.
I
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lath reference to .separatp sets of coordinate axes, draw the

graphs ofl'the following:

(a) x = 15, where x and y are integers.

(b) x y 15, where -x and y are real numbers..
tteitb-

Ho do the graphs of (a) and (b) differ?' Name some
it

points on one graph which are not pn the other.
.4

x + 5y.= 15, where x and y are rat'ional numbers.
4 .

Haw does this difier from -ale other graphs? If i(x, -Y

is a 'poirt on the line x + 5y = 15 and if x is

rational, what ;ott y ?

11 - .,Gra s of am sentences involving absolute

value: Coqnsid r the equation Izi =.3", This sentence is

.equiyalent,to t e sentence "*-= 3 or x = -3"*. What would its

graph 1oak itie First cansiderthe graph for "x > '0 'And.
.

-

Ixi = 3, namelxaj "x = 3", The graph of this open sentence.is
IP

a-straight line pkarallpmi-toLthe-ivertical axis andt.three units to

the right of.it. But if x . 6, and' Ix! = 3, then x
4.

.

.

14 -tr- t` i.
.

.

:4 -i

.. .

4
..

. v

-

.
:.

.

.

..

.
..

.. r.

.

.....

.----

.....-

t

4-7-
1 4

.

-.....

,
!

,

.--,_

-
-..1,i

..

_

.

_

,

.

,

,, _

..

...., .

- _ _

4.

Figure 16.:

,
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'4 a

and.*1.* hays also a second, line parallel to th,,p vertical axis and
tlipee Un`i-gs to the--left -,of it. -Hence, the c*paete gxhàf

3- .c'onsiss ofl. two ..lines wtiich. are the grapha of "X =.,3"1"

-3\., as in Figure 16. "Dtscribe and draw the grafths of:
a

.rb ) !xi.

For mhat value 'of k will ithe graph' of

,'"16

.14

; .,

a.

2 -(d) 11Ti = 3

i) a single

.t

"',

Filme.*17,

1.Cthisid6r e gra )Iti of 11'e open se'rit#nce

ogs

sentencq

3 = Whpit.wouad
a` 4

. open sentence...is a straight line parallel to the.. vertical .axis

il
1: St..,

' a. \

i S 6g:divalent to x "x
'-' lie ik
itits. gra* -look ike?

3=2 or.
14.

First consider* the

'and Viva

that is,

. -units to the righC of t, e gisaph pf x 3 = -2"4
iof -"x. =.* 1 is ip.ritlie tao t*he .verti al. axis* a,

and- . uijitto .thop rihi 'or it! - 11.40e thp ongalete grapy *
.
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;
Or h - 31 = 2" consIsti;of two 'lines one the graph of

:453

a

4.

"X = 511

and the other the graph of "xe = 1", as in Figeure\ 17. Ctiec'k dn

the Kraph that One of these Vines is te'wO units to the right .of

x. = 3, and the other is two 1.15its. to the, left of 'x 3.

Exercises. 11 - 5a . .
;.

-1. Draw 'the.gr.aph of eah* of the following open sentences with
reference to a different, set of axes:

.-(a) ix - 41 . 2,
(b) -1Y 21 = 3

i(c) iyi t,

-

Air

.0) 4, ix + ii
(e): '+' 3j

(:fI) 1); 21

'Draw the graph of each of "the'fiillowing open sentences with
referencd td. a different set of axes:.

1

(a)v '1)4 > 2
0-

(11) >
t

<:5.

r.

Draw-the graph of ea4 of the following with reference to

differedt set-of axes;

(a) y > 2x.,+ 4
/b) 2x

3

3x*
(c) /4417
(d) Y < 2x

- 1.
ma 1

Draw. the .graph of, each qf the folloWing With ieferenpe to a
A

difter:ent -set -of wipe,:

(a) 2x +

(i))* lot; + y
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5. -Write the open sentences for which 2,inea (1), .(2 ), (3), and

V (Zr) 1..n the figure,are the graphs-. Notice that( ) actually

is a oair of lines.

IS 4

Figlire for Problem 54

4

Traw.a set of coordinate axes. 14.th reference.to these agtes,

4
l'ocate three point& pr* eadh of.the sets qescribed below.

s

A

For each set draw a line throuih the'three

(a) The pecond coordinate of the ordered pair ls twlee,the

) The seeond coordinate of%the orderqd pair.
. .

than 'one..haltitile tiist,
Y

1,0) The second.co8rd4Oate of :the o ered pair'is one-halt% ka
.

More
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the first.
4

r

The' Kecond poordinate of the ordered pair:is the 'opposite
of, the first.

.

Let tie ons idqr the open zentence Hy/ jx1 ". Whether

is positiye or negative what *is true of the absolute value of
Whit, then, must be true of y for every value of
.,11.at is the value .of y for x = 0 01

.
..

. .2 3

except

.From 'Figure- 18 'we notice something *new to us: the.
graph of the simple sentence "y = ix)" turns out tol)e-tiAltwo

.

,side of a right angleIt Can_ ?-du guess why this is .a rilght angle9
Is it\ possible to'have a simple -equacion° whose grati':Wouid.be, two

-

11.nes 'which do ribt form a right angle? Suggest one .

4
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Exercis s
1. Draw the graph of each of the following with .reference to ,a

sepakiate set of axes:

. (a) y = 21x1

(b) y=1x1
(a) ty -ixi-

(d) y= -21x1

(e) x = -lyl
(f) x I -2y1

;Os .

--Draw' the graph of each of the following with reference, to a§
separate, set of

(a) -Y = ixi -I: 3

(b) - 7
(c). y = 21x1 i

TT (d)

(11 = -lxi

x = lyi + 3
x = 21y) - 1

*
3. Draw, the graph o,f each of:the foilOwing with.referdned to a

a

Aeparate set of axes: N,

(a), ,y
(b). y Ix 4- 31.

( 0 by,.= 31

'444,1112
;

a

(a) y ix 3 - 5
(e) y =x 11- 3

_Now would you get each of the graphs in Problems (a),
.2' (11.).1 `Kb); (d4, (f), .3(a), "'COL (0. h..c.0 the:graph .ofttN
either y = lxI or x = ly1 by rotating or' sliding the graph?

;F.amPl.es: 'The -graph of "y 21 I can be obtp.in'e& by
sliding . the,graph, of "y, = .14":to the.tight 2 units:., The
graph of "x -iyiulcari be' obtain4d by rotating the graph of
"x = tyl" about the y-axis'. The graph 6f 41.5T

a 9

,
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.

5.

v.

be obtained bys.sliting the graph of "Y. lxi "'.down 7 uniVs.
5.. What 'ddeI the graph of Ix' = 5 look like?, Let Us make

'a. chart first. Suppose we start with the intercepts.- Let
y = 0 and zet all possablp yalues of x which Will make the

sentence true. Then% let 290= 02 and get the 'values of. y.:
Now fill in .some of the other possible values. Suppose x

what can.you say about possi le values for y? If 'x = 32 then
4

(xl 325. and iyi.-= 2; what p ssible values may y have? Fill'
in the 'blanks in. the table below, and then .draw the graph.
islOW' would you describe the. figure?.

, . e*
.

ell 0 s 0- .

f a
1

.

0 .
. ..,5 a.

.1171- 0 44 14. , 5,
.

,

...
-...- . ,

.
,

e
, A S- 173

4

We could wztte sfoUr open pentences.'7from -which we could
,

get be- same iraph, provided :we limited the values of x:

,

With reference tto pne* set of axes, 'draw the graphs of t4e four
open sentenceli stated albove. Why Vaal iiilt..nectessary- tci limit the

values of x?.

x = 5, and '0 < x 5;

= 5, an o x 4; -.

and -5 < < Op
3

;

a

4.

is

A
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,

Wald/ the graph of .each, of the following with reference to. a
separate iet of ax

(a) 1x1 >

(b) '+ 171' 5

+, 171 < 5

Ix1 + IyIt5
Make .a chart of spine values which Make the open sentence

, ,.
, true, :and draw the graph of the open sentence. Write four .., . ,.. . . S.. n 'a

open sentences, as in problem 3, whse 'graphs form the ...same
tA A 4

1 . '1 V. illt. 4

. a.

19

(a)

figur,.

6.

a

- 6. ReView ExereVies.

litor each of .the following graphs, write, its open qentence,
..

assuming in each cii.Se that one square -measures- one*unit:

(0
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(a) Optipnal)

7

4
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.
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f
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._
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(f)
'

_ _
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koption4)

''''''''h.'
1

.......e.i....

:

*
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V-

1

,

!

,1
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, 1

4-te

.
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,

,
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*

0'

441.

. 4.,

.
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a.

.
It

,
,

,

.-

. ,

,
a

*

...

.

I . .

I

.

.

.

,

. .

,

....--...4
,
,..

,
. .

..

Draw the graph:of each of the following* Open:. sentences:

(h) 3y Za 2x -

(i) x = 3 and
x <

(k) .3yt 12 0

(a) y < .3x

(b) y +47

*(a) - 5
(d) > 3
(0 X < 5

) y

4.
3. Draw a set of coordinate aims* designating them as the

(x* y)-axes. Through point (2* -1) draw a pair of .(a*. W-exes*
amaking the a-axis parallel to the x-axis and the b-axis

NI;parallel to tithe y-axis. Locate the following point& with.

g ) lxi

11-

y. =
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-!

reference to the(x0 y)-axes: A(30 :5), B(-50 3), C(-2,

4i
,

.
,

D(O, 3),- E(O, .3), ib(-5, -1)) -H(.40 3), I(6, 6), J(-6, 0),

K(2, 6). Make a table giving the coordinatesiof 9ach of these

oints with reference to the (a: b).axes.

Figure for Iroblem 4.

Giire two equations for each of the lines in Figure .210 one-
.

with 'reference to the (x, y).axbil the other with reference

to the (al b)-axes. (Note that L5 is a al& of lines.)
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kgure for,3Problem 5..

If the point (so b) is in, the second quadrant

(a) 'is 'a posAtive?

(b) is b. positive?

If the coordpates of 'Po go and R have 'the, same
t'.1.4j004-: 4absolute vaIsas the abs4ssa and ordlnate of (a b

state the.coordinites of Po go and R in terms of
a and b.

If (c, d'). is, a point in the.third quadrant, in :which quadra
is the poilt -d) The point (-co d)? The poitnt (-co

Dr4 the graptic of Hy 3x 4. 4" What happens to thAs graph

when its equat4ori is changed;as follows?

(a) .y

(b) -(3x + :4)

1c) y = (3x +-4) 3

(d) . Y..= .3(x - 2) + 4
at
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A.T
8.).Draw the grali'h of 'Ay 21k1". Give the equation oT the graph

which results from each of the following changes;

(a). The graph is-rftated One-half.revolution about the

4

.

'z-akis.

The graph is...moved. 3 units'to the right

The graph is, moved 2 units to the 3;k1e,
'4

V

The graph is moved 5 units up.. 'it

The graph is movpd :2 units -to the rig4 'and 4 units
4 9 ,

3

down.
t

4114

(a ) With reference to one iet of axes4 draw Ntile graphs of.

(0)

2.tx -

'What true about-these two gralahs? Now look-at the

equations; bow could you:get the second sat:quation from

- the 'first?.

What is true of the graphs of:
, .

Az C = 0

and

%tax +.kBy +.1t0 = 0
1

'S

for any,non-zero

Vnder wiat condition will.the graPhe

and

rA4,4- By + C 0

.

be the same, line? It the graphs are the same 1ine, what

o

3

S.

ViO:oaaa+araa...
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is true of the ratios A: '13-1 and
D E

A

-t

With reterenoe to one set (if axes, draV t e graphs, of'

3x -

16y1- 32 = 0 4

a.

hat is true aboutw-these twO graphs?. W.a1 is, true about

th coefficients x. and y in these, equations?

(b) What is true of the graphs of .

By
TN

-,,*-7--
4tAx .,+ kDy +. .

. .

Under- what conditions will .the graphs of

.

Dx-4+ Ey + F

for anys non-zero k?

V

bit Paralieli * If the graphs are. parallel
4

equal ratios are- there amOng the coefficd.ewhat nts?
U. Draw the graphs Of the equattonst

S,
(a) -.7u + 3t 4 =.6.

(b) 2i v -1:1 0 ipp

41,

,

Do the graphs depend ;t3n the choAes. you made. for Arpt
,yariabIe? Explain Atthy we speak cf spnt_ences_mith_two.;orderect-k.

variables.

811PRPO a

poi :(

4

lath sc--ooisdinate s (a, b) mpved. intb

-b Desa:ribe this in terms of' oppogrites..
1

'at!

U

,±11
4 A. a
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.

Describe it in'terms of a rotation.. Answer the following

questions and locate thepoints'referréci td in parts (Ei)
*

and (b).

) What points:do the following points go into:

(2, (2, -1), (- 2), (3, 0)/

( 0 ) Op 5) (0, -5)

(b) 'What points gb into the points listed.j.n (a) above?

(c) What point does (a1, -b) go into?

(d) What point 4oes (-ao.b) go into?

(e) What P'oint goes into (a, b)?

(r) What points go into themselvs?

13. Suppose a point with coordinitep b) is moved into the.

point (a -1! 3, b + 2): How canyou dbtain this by Moving all

the points ,of the plLne? Answer Vie following questions and

locate the points:

What points do the following points go into:

11,11), ( 2), OP ...3),11 (3,

What points go into the,0o7e points?

What point daesl(a, b go'into?

What point goes into (-al -b)?,a

Which 4p;ints go Into -themselv'es?

Describe how/4e points 1:11'.2e'mow4if (a, b is moved

into (a,.b 2).,
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Syst6Ms of Isamml and inevalit4s

12 - 1. Systems f'-ecluations. '11,e began:a siudy of compound

sentence§ in Chapter 2. ,What connectives are used in c9mpopnd
.

. ,
i 1zententes? Let us firstcodsider a compound sentehce ot t.lo.

.

clauaes in .qyio variab

example,

whose connectl:ve is dr" i.for

2y - 5 0 or 2x y

When is a.bompound tetntence with the connective '!or"'

7he truth set of thia.sentence includes all:the ox;dered pair§ of

nUmbers which satisfy 4 .1. 2y 5 =',9", as:well as ail the

9rdered pairs which aatisfy- ,"2x I 0",( and the graph of

its truth set is the pair of lines drawn in Figure 1.

it

4.

a

..-
.

,
4
t i

.*
1

t
.

. ,.

.,r.
' --

1

. i
4
1
o

--/--
--1..----- '4

1
I
+

3

.

...'4.

÷
A.

,
' e1*

_...;.

> t
----t-4

;

,

.

. .

.

.

.

Figure l
a

4
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Name three ordered patrs of numbers which belong to the truth

If

set. of

4. x + y 5 = 0 .

Name four ordered pairs Which belong to the truth set of '

ft

+ 7 . 1. = O.

Whidh of these-ordered pairs of numbers 4re elements Df the truth

set of the coMpound open sentence'

a

x4+ 2y = 0 or. 2x y 1 = 0 ?

If we remember that the sentences :nab = 0" and '11.a= 0 or b = 0"

' are equivalent when a and b are real.,.expressions, 'another way

-
of writin-g this compound sentende would be

a

.(x + 2y . 5)4(2x + y 1) 0 .

14hich ordered pair8 are eiements.of the truth set of

tne c4ompound open sentence "x 4. 2y . = 0 and 2x,* y.- 1 = 0" ?

Nate that only one 9rdered pair .(.11 3) 0 satIsfies both clauses

of this sentenbe,, and therefore the.graWe;pf the truth set of tin

open sentence lx +.2y '.. 5 and, 2x y - 1 4 011 is the
M.

intersection of the pair of lines in Figure 1.

In thiA chapter we shall devote mRst of our attentionto

A

'compoDund open sentences made up,of-two clauses connected by and'.

This sort of. compound °Tien sentence, with the conneCtive "and"

. is often wjilitten`

t.. 2x + y 0

x + 2y - 5 0

This i cà a system of equations in two variables. When we

talk abput tlie -truth set of a _system of equations we mean the

intersectionfof the truth sets of the two sentences. Ag we have
at

I

"
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seen, the truth sO of
. gfr

y - 1

Exercises 12 -

0

.12 - 1

1. Find the truth sets of the following s'ystems of equatIons by

drawing the graphs .of each pair df open sentences and

guessing the,coordinates of the .inbersections'. (In each casel''
-

'irerify that your guess satisfies the sentence.)
,

x . 3 0
- 3 . 0

2 = 0 jr ; .
+ '3y - 9 r. 0

)

i.

3y - 3
x

=
=

0
0

,

Draw 'the graphs of the, trIlath sets of the following sentences:

(5X: rf y - 10 = 0
(d) t 2x .2y ... 8 0

+ 13 = 0
t

(a) x - 6 0 or

(b )\ (2x y 9)(3x + y du 2) =

=

Did you have trouble guessing the coOxlinates of the

intersection points in problems 1 (d) and (e). lipt us see if we

.can find a zystematia 1v4 to obtain' the orde=d pair without ...

-

, Returning to the compound sentence

"x + 2y - 5 0 and 2x 14. y 1 04'1 ainel 'looking at Figure 2

Wesev that there are many aompound open sentences whose truth'set'

is' '4010, 4)1 klifor example, "2x y - Vand y 3 = 9",A

an 111 21TZ = 0 and x 1 = 0" are two such eqVivalent
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.
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Pijtre,2

d'ompollmisentences; because theirgraphs are pairs of lines

(tinterseqing in (-1; 3) State dt least .f.14.e more Comp'ound

sentences whose truth set j 3)/
.

of
x +.1 = 0 .and. y 3 = 0

Fr this it*appears that 3:le could nosily f d the

. truth set of.any compound open sentence of the type-
,

.

4

"ghat is the truth bet

a.

2st +y\-1=0 and x.± =
r

if vie had a method for getting the equations of the horizontal

and vertical lines thilough the intprection oethe graphs of the

two clauses.'
.

There are many li,nes'through any point. 416e iS a

method -011ch, as we.shall see; Will hive uS the eqUation lof any
. _

line through tne intersection of two given lines; prov.ided 'that

a

th 4.nes do interseot in'a sfhgle point. We shall -again use

,

10

134
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x + 2y-- = 0
I 2x + y 0

12 -

We multizly -the expression on the left the first

equation by.any number, say 3, and tlie express4dh on the left df
:0Vt

the second dquation by any number, say 47 and fdi.'mIthe sentence

3 ( x + 2y - 5).+ 7(2)c + 1) = 0 .

We see that :

(1) The coordinates of the point of interseption .(-1, 3) of the

tvo lines SatisfY.this new sentence:

3(-1 + (3-) + (2(-1) + 3 - 1.) 3.(0) + 7(0)

In general, Iv know..tha't a-point belongs to' the graph of a

. sentence if its coordinates satisfy thp sentence. So_the graph osf

our new open sentence .'"3(x + 2y - 5) + t4c2x + y . 1) .... 9"
1 ' .

, containsthe point of intersec:tion of the two lines

"x + 2y - 5 = 0" and "2x + y - 1 = 0".

/
k2) The graph is a line', because:

%
+ 2y 5) + t(2x + y 1) = 0

3x + 6y - 15 + 14x - 7 = 0

17x. +t 13y - 16 = 0

and We found, in Chapter 11, that the graph of any equation of the

a line, when either A' or,. B is. not O.

6uppose w6 ude 'this tmthod to find.!ithe equation of'a

line through the intersee0.on of the graphs of the two equations

in pioblem r(e) Qf Exercises -12 - la:

5F -.Y + 13
l?c-2y-12

1., I
a
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If we have no iiartitular.line in mind, we can use ariy multipliers

).

"wp wish. Lqtts.choose .3 ahd -2, *and form'the eq ation:
..

,
.

.

.

'3(5x - y + lg) + (-2)(x - 2y

let us assume that the point .(c .d) is-the c'toint of ,

intersection of the graphs or these twct equations. Since this

'point (c, d)` is on'both graphs, we know that

50 d

a true sentence.

= 0 and c 2d - 12 =

Substituting the ordered pair'
.6,0. 0..

of our new edluation, we-obtain

NN,

.in the left side

4

d'+ '13) (-2)(c - 2d - 12) = 3(0) + (m2)(0) = 0

Hence, we know that if the-graphs -of the firpt two,equations

intetsect,in a p6int (0, d) the'new line also pass,qs through/

(c d) even though we do not know. what-the (c, d)y. is
If

In general, we cdh iay:

Ax + By + C = 0 and .Dx. + Ey, + F = 0

are the equations of two liries which

7
intersect in exactly one point, and if

a and b are real numbvs then

a(Ax + By + C). + b(Dx '+ Ey .-k.F) = 0

/ is.the equation of a line which passes

through the point of.intersection of

first two lines.
70N,

Now that we have a method &r finding th'e equatio.ps of

lines'through the intersection of two given lines, let us see if

we can select our.multipliers a and _15 with more care, so that
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. 1. . ..

we can ,get the equations1 of lines pacrallel to the axes.
,.) ..

*The system

.13 vp 0
{

y 4.
x - 2y - 12 = 0

gave Lis some troubl9 when we tried to guess its truths set from
*

the graph; .so 'let ussee if this new approach will help us.
Form the sentence

4(5X "6* y + 13) + b(x i212_ = o.

Let us choose a as 2 and b 'as , so that the c-oefficients
of y become opposites:

I

(2)(5x y + 13) + (-1)(4 - 12)

10x - 2y + '26 x + + 12

1 9x + 38 =.

4 =
,

-

This last equation represents the 'line through the
IPintersectioni of the 1graph2 of the two given equations and parallel

to the' y-axis. Let us. go back and select new'rnultipliers that
will give us the equation the line through the nte ection
point and plarallel to the r4a.ltis. .What multiplie shall we use;
Since we want ,the coefjiténts of x to be oppo tes we choose.

ä=l a.nd b = -5 4?
/

(11-(5X y + 13) + (-5)(x
!

5x y t 13 '- 5x + lOy + 60

9y 4-73

9

= 0 ).

2We now have the equations of two p ,,,iew lines, "x + 4 =
. .. 9

and "y + 8'1.= 0 ", each of Ailicil pasges through"the point of
.9



intersection of the graphs of the first two equations.. .Nhy? This
1

-reduces our Original problem to'finding the point of-intertection

of.these.ne: lines: pan you'see what it 1s2 So we see.that the

truth se of the system. 4

5i .741Y 1,3 = .0

2y ,1 2 0

is -a)- . liergy this fa:et by.showing that th6se
2 1.

9 9 ,

coordinates satisfy both equations.
ilaMPIWIPIR

Nta .we have -a. procedure for soli.ring -any ..system of two
4

linear equations. We.-choose multipliers'so as to obtain an

equivalent system Of lines which are Iii-srizontal and vertical. Th6

choice of the multipliers will become easy 4ith. practice.
v-

40

:4 Consider another example: Three tiMe8 the smaller of
.

tao numbers is -6 greater than twice the largere and three times

the larger is 7 girtFr:than four tithes the smaller,-.11hat are -

"the ni.0b6rs2 .- 1/
, .

,01
lhe, Smaller number x and the larger y must s'Ofsfy

. , 040

V.

the Open sentence

3x - 2ST - 6 0 and 4x - + 7 = 0,

Choose multipliers to that tile coefficients of will be
.)

opposites. h and -3 will do the trick:

4(3x 6) + 'M = 0

1 2 - 8y - 24 - 12x +- 9y - 1 = 0'

y 45 = 0

Noi we could choose multipliers so 'that the coefficients o.f. y

wouldtbe opposites. -An6ther :iay to find the line through the

iqersecttion and pai;allel to the y-axis is- as follows: On the

'44

#
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iney-. . 45 . On e,!ry.poipt has'ordiriate.

12 - 1 .'

Thus, the

ordiaate of'the point of iptersection is :4 . The solution of ,
4

the pentence IL3X 2y

by solvipg "3x -.2(4

x - 32 .' 0" Hence, the

x

0" with ordihate 45 is Obtained

0" or its Lluivalent*,

sentence "3x - 2y.- 6.= 0 and

3x. 7 = lg equivalent to the Sentence "ly . 0

Now Jet is easy to read off the solution of the

wstem as .02, 45) .

4-
In 'the above example,'what is 'tile solution oi the

sentence '"4x L. y 7

and

0" with ordinate 145 Does it matter

*in which sentence we assign y as 45 ?-

Exercises 12 - lb

9

0

1, Find the truth.sets o the following systems of'equations by

the method just
4

equations in. (a

set of 'axes.

(a)

developed.% Draw the graphs of each pair 6.1

and.(b) with reference to a. different.

'S 3x - 2yl4=0
1.2 4. 3y +.8 .

(by
= '12

2y- = -18
'7Y =

f x y 39. 0
y -t- 7

_-

We can also uste operatiolis on equations stated in
),

.Chapter 10 to solve a system of equatioils The method which

es.

r)etults is eks-eintially the same as that

example, consider ple system:

1

14,sedIttbove, Pot

I.
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12 1. 476

f 3x - .5 -

'zind assume that (c, d) is a solution of the syst6, Thed
,

4

each'of the following equations is true (Give;reasons,why

eacnlis true%) :

.

c - 2d
c +.3d - ; ,

3(36 .-: 2a - i. = , 10 ,

s c.2
.?

.(c + 3d - 8 2 0 ;

9c1 - 6d -. 15 = 0
2x + 6d - 16 - 0

llc .- 31 '= 0 ,
31c = TT

30 - 2d 0
-3(c + k -3
-3c 9d '0 ;

-11d + 19 -=

So ifhere is a solution of theasystem

V
7

. hen that solution i8
r

J.s a 'solution.
-

f 3x 2Y - 5
x + 3y - 8

. 4

r

:3(4-3-.)

31

(.14

Are -1-7e'se sentences true?

a

41

sw
, We mist verify that this

0

( - 5 =-\
(48 - 8 =

0

0

4

2

J This Is ofteR called ,Me adddtion meth6d of solving

systemi'of equations. TJ&e this Twthoth:fo7z-finding the truth
1



41:,. a.

a

ets of the 'follbwing sy4emS:

(
x .4y 6 .=

f
...

3x + 5y + 1
a)\

7%

-
74

7

X:

te) {Z. :L.* 3 2y
3y = 11 - 2y

, 3%
,=-3 257.

.. 4 '.

12

3.- Translate.each of lie Tpllowing_intd'open sentences-oaith two,

# -. .

variables. Find "phe truth set of each. 1

. .

,i oit

(a) Tliree hUndred eiven tick wets ere sold for a bas1;tball
. -.I. ..

. game, some for pupils and some for adUits. .Pupil.

4.

'tickets sola for 46 ents each and adult.,tickets :edr 75-

cents each. The total, aoney received Wal $108. 75 .

How many pupil and how many adult titleets were sold?'

(b ) The Boxer family is coming to visit, and no-one knaas

how many children they Mike. Eisiel one of sige girls;
.Ar

says she hes as uany brothers as sistersi prr brothel*:

*Jimmie' says he has twice as many sisteris as brothers.

How many boys and how many_ girls are- there in the Boxer.,

iv*

c-
.

A liome noom bought:three-cent andfour-cent samps to

bulletins to the parents Ile total cost.aas

4412.67 'If they ught 352stamps; hom 4ny of each

kincrwere therei

4a

lb

bank teller'Kas 154 billp-of 8ne-dLlar and five:-daa.lar

denominations: ,He thinks his.total is P166:. Has'he
, ' di

'counted his iioneycarrectly?

*C.,. te,

.4;

*

ts *:

,3\
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12

Find thWtihuth sets, of' the..follawing compound open

E;aw the' graphs. Do they'-01p4§ With, (b).and .(c

2y:4% = 0' and

*''
(b5 gx. .5 = 0. 411)nd

) 2x '4- "0. anti
1.4

_

4- 3y 5'= 0 -.:

10 =

2?..c y

.411t..
-

I.

9

sentences'.

-

4

Find tee equat,ior) of.,the 1,ine throgll the-intersecilon of
P

the iin,es.:.5x4.-ily -..3 = 0. and. 3x . '6y 5 = 0 arid passing

through 'the prigintt (Hint: What,ip the,valueof C so thart

ty.+ C = 0 Is. a line throgh the originl)

e

inaprooldem kyoU f6und some compoun4 len sentenas whose
t

.
.

..

truth zets were not single-ord 0 pairs of numbers. Which ones

were they? Let us look more, closely 4-t each d'f theM.
,

.-

In the open sentence

2x = 0 and 4X

we note %kat "4x . 0)r 10-=. 0

is equivalent to

2(x ; -

so we see that the grapbs of
/

b6th clauses'are identical: as'

shown in F;gure 34 and the lines

have marlY points in common.

State some of the numbers of the

truth set of, the compound sell-

te-nce. Is the truth set a fi-

'nite set? What happened when

P.

s.

1

,*
.'''.

1

.

;
.

!

. ;
. .

1

11
!

t

.
:

.

SP

.

. t1

--

I

... .
........

.

....,.
,

-4i
,

--I---'

. ,

-
.

j

ioT.

:Figure 3
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You tried to solve the Open senten6e algebratcally? Why didn't

-our method worIc?
,

NA .sOmewhat, differ nt condition exists in

tence 2 + = 0 and a + y -2 0

the compOutnd sen-

Putting each clause.

into the y 'form; ia.;4have
`sat

y = .2x + 4 aiid

What is the slope of the graph of
4

.elach-of these equations? *What is

the y-intercept nember? Wf.see

that the graphs are tw(i parallel

lines, a:s in Figure 4; and there

is no intersection point. In

of sthiksuch a case, the truth s

A
compound' sentence is the'i nuil

set. 'What haptens if we tr7 to

solve the s.entence algebraically?

'Why?.

Ito

41111a

1

)

a

7.
I

!
i

' )
-.-

,

4

, .,

4

,

. .
.

tl

1

1

410

I ..f-

T-
1 I I

i
A'','

1

4.-

i
1 .

, 1

!
_

i t NCI

Figure 4.
% At

Let usitry to summarize what we have noted here: The truth

set 0 a compound open sentence in two variables, with connective&

may consist of ne ordered pair, many.ordered pairs,-,or no

ordered pairs.. Correspondingly, the graphs of the two c

the op6n sentence May have one J:lersection, mani,interb

or no interdVctions.

7

lauses of

ectiOns,
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Exampfe 1.

Equations
2x 3y 7.4 and x-+ y =.

2 .4

The tru,th, set is k(5.1. 2)}
.1

Example 2.

480

Graphs

The two lines which "are

the graphs of the clauses have '44

4 .

one iritersection since .the
41-

slopes of'lhe lines are not" the
sa:me. The graph of the truth
set is the single point (:), 2).

2.

at = 7 and kx - 6y = 14 . The graphs of the two
2 7 14y -.7 and' y 4 -

The truth set is made up Of
all the ordered pairs whose coot..;

clauses of the open sentence
, coincide, since tlei linesaire

the same slope and the .same
.

dinates satisfy the first 'e.qua- Yrinterc'ept number. The ire

tion. (Note that the second , line is the' graph of the truth
clause is obtained if eaph side set.
of .the firs\t Clause of' the origi-

4

nal open sentence is multiplied

by 2.).

s.Example 3.
. .

2x - 3y, it 7 and 4x - 6y .
2

Y x . 7 nd y
The truth set is f21 .

1.1

4

,

`

The graphs oPthe two

clauses of the open sentence

are parallel 14.nes because

they have the,same slopi but,
differeht y-intercept numbers.
The graph of the truth set

%contains no poihts.
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.1\lotice, in Example 3, that the coeffUsients .of x and y in

t4e equation
e

.equation

2x - 3y = are related in a. simple vJay to those in,

and

to

tn gehera31,..the real /lumbers a and b are tsaid to be Troriorti9i.3-
. U. to the real numbers ,A and B if there is a: real number' k

4
such thai.t

V.% *
alt

a = kA- and.

'Thus, the.. numbers 2 .-and
14P 1the numbq k being tvo lines are parallel, -what 'ban

kB

-3 are proportionsl to If and -6

yop about the coeffic.ients of x and y in their vequatiOns7?

Exer ices 12 lc.

.

Draw tthe grapns of the
above. Find the truth

open sentencses

set of Example
4

in Examples ,1 to

1 algebraically.

2. Solve the follo.iing% compound open sentences. Draw

in (a) and (b) .

(a)

(b)

3x + 4y 13,..0 and 5x - 2y ; 13 =

x +.5y'.- 17 = 0 and 2x - 3Y. - 8 = 0..
5x - 1y + 2 = 0 and 10x - 8y1+

(d)12 11.y - .5 =.0 and 6x 4- 8y - = 0
(e) x - 2y - = 6 and 3x - 6y - 12.= 0

(f) 3(5,x
1 6x

(g) 7(7
2y) - = 0 aii.d 4(7x 4- 2y) + 2(5k

) 75.=1 . 0 and 2/4x
7 7

the graphs
A

't?
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,

Consider he system,

4

182.

l_5x±2y - 4

Suppose werie the y-form for each equation and draw its

graph.- 57 and - y = Amok2

:0At. what point on the graph

of 4this system-4re .4he

valups of y equal? What

is the 'value of x at this
point? If we set 'the 'values'

Of y in the .two sentences
r

equal to each otheA, we have

the open sentence 14, one

T4e. truth set of this sen-
tence .is (2). Using this

value for, x in each- open

,sentence which is ill the 4.

y-form we,. get:

y. = 2,(2)

Why do we, get fly =

pound open sentence

.-...
t

)

--4--

4-
k

.4 ,

I

.J...-4
... .

-

! ,

--!--1

it,
-4*

I

A
1 1

:1-T7 ..

1.
,

, ..

.

l'

1

1

if
k

-.____!..-

I 1
, r ,

. ,

_

.
. r

Ir.
,
,

,

4

,FigUre 5.

2

Y

+ 21

in both caqes. Hence, if the com-

"2x y 7 .0 and '5x ± 2y - )r = a"

has a 'solution,' it, must be (2: ). Verify ',that (20

41,
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at ,

the

483.

a.

12 - 1

-Suppose hat we shorten.our work somewhat by writing

sonlylthe first .equation in its ya=form.
a.

it*

and then silstituting the1.e4pressioo "2x - 7" for y in

the'-second equation':

4 t
*

Let us

Thn,

so-that

-1

5x 2(2x 7) . 0

proceed totso;ve this open sentence

9x - 18.

S.

a.

in onq vaakable

y = a --7,7 2(2) - 7 = a,

..q) is the possible solution.Of the

2x =
2y =

4
,The method j sdescribedin which 'we

equations for y4'in terms df x" and then substitute this

pystem

solve one of the

.
4

expi-ession Dor y into thesother equation is called a
'

substitutidn Metho4.. this.nethod to solve.the follpwIng.

systems:
a.

S.

S.

a) s.5x + '2y 7 4 = 0
Ux 2_;y Ali 4 = 0'

px :4- .2y . 4 = 0
110x 4. 4y . 8 ;4

pa

(d) f3x. + y + 18.=

AL.vt

(te) fy 2x4
7

S.

S.
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4

As we have a*een, the truth-set of the comObund open

Ax + C.,= 0 and Dx + Ey 1-11 = 0

marconsist-of.one Ordered pair.of numbers/ of many
v+,

-mtP

paizs, or of po ordered pairs. -4
NA

(a) If the truth.set consists.of one ordered pair, what

sentence

ordered'

you say aboit the graphs of..the clauses? *

if"the.truth set 'consists of many ordered pairs, what

true of the graphs qf the twq,clauses? Are the two

clauses of-the compound sentence equivalent,

If 1truth set i 34, how are the cOefficients of
_

and y related in the-two clauses? What is true of

the graphs of the clauses?

4

.Consid4t the system:

11 = 6

1.3x -,y = 0

.y
.44-1*

'1,1

Draw the.graph of eaoh'equation Put each équaltion in the

"ix-fote. At wha:t point ,on the graph of the systeril are the

is

values...(of, x ):Nual? 'What kt the'value of y . at this point?'

Write an open sentence in one variable which haethis

value of y as its truth

V2911...pAtop. method. fuse

..forms to find the truth

.s(E9 S3x 2y,=

Z.g) - 3Y =

x 2ys

x + 2y4=

set. ThifIris- also cal.led a

this substitution mthod involving

sets of the following s'ysteM'a?

1
(0) S x = 2S/'

(a) (x + Y). =

(3y + 1)
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Translate each of .the following into open'sentence's kth tClo
. . ,1

Fl.nd the truth iet of each, and answer the

questkon asked.
t

-

-(a) .A 90 °16 solutidla of ilcohol.s.is to be.14xed with a 75ci7 o-

solution to Make 20 quarts of,a\78 'solution. HoW
-

many quatts'of the,90 c7; solutidn sbould be used?

A.dealer has sdme cashew'inAts that bell at 4 1.20 a

pou.nd and almonds ,Xhat sell at p9und. How
4

filanipounds of each should he put 'int0a mpture of 200

pounds to nell at 4 1..32 a pound?
00,

A and' B are 30 miles Apart. If _they lerve at'the.

same time and travel'in ttle same direction; A overtakes
.0 4

in 60 .eours. If they walk toward etch 'other they .

meet in'i;:6 hours. What are their speeds?

It:takes:a boat 11 hours to go 12 Imlle,s down stream,

and 6 hours to return. Find thespoed,of tile current

and the,speed of,the boat instill water.

Hugh. weighs 80 pounds,andFred weighs 'tZ)0'pounds.

They balance On a teeterboard that is 9 feet long.
,

Each sits at an end'of the board. How far is each big"' .

from the fulCrum?
4 ,

Af) Three pounds 'of apples and four pounds 44f-bananas cost
,v

A.08; while 4 pounds of appleand 3 ppunds pf

of bananas cost*$ 1.02. .Wh4at is the price i:oer.A:)ound of

apples? Of bananas?
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g

486%
1

,

In a', fOO miles race the', driver of -car A -gives the

driver of.u,car .33% a-.stirt of 25' miles, and still
fini:shes pneAalf.hour sooner. In a. second trial, the

drIver of "car A . gives the driver .pf -ear B a start of
6o 'miles and loses ty 12 minutes. 'What 'were the
aveiage spe.eds '4of Cars -A . and B in ifales, p'er. hour?

2. ..;tems of pquaUtie4s. I
-

system cif 'equations as3a, coNibund open

uations are joined by the:, connective'

12 1 we defined .a

entence i which,two

nand", We also introduded

i.ation for ch,is Carrying the idea over.
us considerasystems like the following:

k > ,00

inequalities, let

,(b) - 2Y - 5 = 0
+ 3y - 9 K o

{a) What wguld the graph of x, 4- 2y > 0 look like? You

recall that we first draw til,e 'graph. of

41.
rt/

/Figure

^.4

IP
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St

using a dashed along the bouridaty. Why? Then we
4

shade the i4egion tibove the jine:t since the graph of

"x + 2y - 4 > 0"; i.e. of "y > 2", : consiAs-of
w

,Aall thodepoints whose' ordinate is aeater than ."two

more than - times Ae abscissa". In a'aimilar may, 1,1

shade' the region where "y, < 2x - 3" Why?, Dhis is the-.
_ region below the line whose .equation is 1I 2x .3 = -0",

-Why is the line *here also dashed?. When woUld we use a
A 'solid line as boundary?

.0 Since the truth set 'of a ampound open senence with
.

the cpnnetive and is the interSectiOn of the truth sets

of,,,the 'two cláusesj it yollows *that the truth set of\ the

System (a) is th'e region indi ted by..criss-;crops shading,
,

In Figure 6.
1

What would be the graph-Ornystem'in,itdatch-we hav,e one

-equation and one l_neqUality, such as, Example (b). ,What

is the graph of "3x 0"?. '*

Figure 7

4_

'
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Is the graph Of "x + 3y - § 0" 'the region above' or
--bel.ow the line

I

* x 4; 3y - 9 = 0" :?
the line included? Study Figure 7 carefully, and

411

describe the graph of the 'system.
r 3x 2y 5 7-
t x + 3y ,9

Exercises 12 2a.

Draw graphs of ttie truth sets of the following systems:

1
142-3:c 4.: .Z 131

+

5x + 2y + 1 > 0
13x =

4x + 2Y = -1 7
st y x 4

j" 2x. 4: y *<
/

2x + y
I, 2x +' y

{4x -4 2y < 8

-Let us consider the graph of the compound open,,sentence
I..

x y > .0 or'

We draw Us.e. graphs: of the ,c4.ati es

2 >

x - 2 > Oil

S.

* A

'Figure 8

1 9 a

and

1.
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'Next we rpeall that the truth set of a, ompound open sentence wi_.th

the corgiective or is the union of the truth sets of tald clauses.
.4 Hence,- the graph of the compound Open sentelice under c.onsideration

Incluaes the pntire .shaded region in Figure 8.

tY

Fxerc-iss 12 2b.

Draw :the graphs -of the truth sets of the follthang sentences:
2e+ y 4 3->'0 or 3x y 1 < 0 ,

.2x + y + 3 < 0 or '3x y < 0 .
2x y 0 o'sr 3x 1

2x + 3 > 0 and 3x = y 1 <-0,

To .completq, the picture, let us cdnsider the compoimd open

sentence:

x y y > 0

Rem ber that "ab-> 0"

is a positive number".
,means that "the Product of a and b

1
What cant be sai4 of a \and b ji

ab > 0 Thus we hate the two possibilities:.
x - 2 ).0 and x'4. y - 2 > 0

y 0 add x + yt - 2 < 0 .

In Figure:8, the graph of "x y - 2 > 0 and x 7 - 2 > On
a

the rezion indicated by the 'Icriss-cross shading4, while the graph4

of- nx y 2 < 0 and 1x y 2 < 0" is the unshaded- region.

So. the 'graph Of
. 4

-(x y 2)(x y 2) > 0
consists cif all the' points in these two regions of -the plane.,

. ..- 4

Which areas form the graph: of the opn sentence

#.0
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x - 2)(x + y X -2) < 0 ?

(If ab < 0, what can .1be said of a b ?)

*viro summarize, we list the following pairs of equ-ival-ent

sentenb (a arid. b are real expressions):

V.

ab 0 .

ab '>

a = ,0 or b 0

a > 0 !and- b > 0 or , a < 0 's and by < 0
. 4

at < 0 \ a-, > 0 and b < 0 , or a < 0 and, *b > 0, *.4

NV

sky

Verify these équivalences by goingtack 'to the definition of the \ .

.,
prodOct of real numbers.

Exejacises 12 - 24.0Owewmws.

1. Draw the graphs of the truth .ets of.,the following open
. .

sentences
(a) (2x y 2)(3x ,+ ya- > 0 .
(b ) (x+ 2y 4 ) t2x y 3)4 < 0

(C) (x + 2y - 6)(2x 4y + 4) > 0,
F

(d) (x -.7 - 3)(3x; 3y. - 9) < 0
*se.

2.'s Dram the graphs. 61. the truth sets .of the followi.ng open.

*sentences ,
(6.) x , 3y - 6 0- and 3x + y + 2 1,9

,N) (x '6)(3x + y + 2) ..0 .

.(d) 3y - < 0 and 3x + y + 2, < 0 .

(e) x 3y - 6 > 0 aria 3x + y + 2 o .

- .3y 6 0 or 3x 71.y + 2 < 0 .

(g) 3y -r 6 = 0 or 3x + y + 0 .

(h) (x - .3y - 6)(3x + y +. 2) > 0

(1) (x 3y 6)(3x' + ?)' < 0
+.
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. to,,, . *,

. bred the graph of the truth set, of-)each-s of these systems .of
,

inequalities:
;

(The britc.e -againd'indicb.tes a- compound- sentence-
-

.

with' comp tiv4 .ancl )
.11

x > 0
y- 0 r%

,3x 4y
.*

() 2'1
4'y 3x -- :8

a

f. - x;< 4eir
t' 3 *<-3/ 3

s

(Optional) A fdotball team., t:inds itself on its dwn 40 yard
,

line, .in possssion of the ball, with five Vinuta lef'C in
s

the game': - The score is ,3 to in 'favor of the ,opposing team.
s. I O

_The quarterback knows the Veax should make ,3 yards- on- each
,

.

running- play but will t4e 30 seconds per play-. He can make-ft. ... ,.t
., .-., ,

, .. .a

20 yards on a successful Pass plaz, swhich useq 15 seconds-.
,

.
.

.. ,liow'ever.;-' h'e usuaTly completeLonlY dne pass oUt of three *
*41' *;, -

4 1464

,

What qombinati-on of plays will aEsure a victory, :or what
..

) Phould be the strategy -4 the ciu4rterVack?' ,

,

111,

,,,

.7

1

11+

.
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we firSt
.

1!
es*

4uadratic

.1.., latalts.

"

-t..

21:- 0202:54 222zpjla.a.A. . Li Ch ter.
i .

. .

tic.,29Itn.214..,a.11, that is, polynomial's
. \ . ..

. .

in -one var4ble w4ch ,involye the square but no higher,powers
-

4 .the variable *iery such polynomial can be written in the' form
2 Bx C,.

where A, B and C .are re:al nuinbers with ,A

a quadratic polyn'omial?
Ax2 + Bx C we meAn the graph 4ef the open sentence

Is " (x

By the graph of' the polynomial

Ax Bx 4- C.

We,can make an approximate drawing of the graph pf:a
quadratic polynomial ..,11by locating some --of the points of the graph.

pit....ampLe 1. -Draw the grah of the polyhomial

N'

Le us list some ovdered pairs satisfying the equation
2y x - 2x -

4a

a .

1

Fill in ,the missing numbers in this tablet. and then locate these
points -with reference to' a set 'of coordin te.axes. The

t



.arrangement of the points spggests that the,graph might look like

,the afie sketched in Figure 1.

Flgure

By locating m9re points whose coordinates staisfy the equation

you can 'convince yourself that the graph does indeed have the

indicated shape...4 kmore systematic discussion of,the shape of

such graphs will be found in Chapter 14.
a a

Exercises 13 - la.

Daaw, ayproximately0 the graphs of the polynomials:

2x
2
I for x. between'-2 Elnd 2.

2.
x2'

.- 21 for x between.-3 arld.,3

1
,

3. -
2
-.x

2 + xo for x 'between -3 and 3.
s

x2 + x +. 1 or between -3 and 2. -

4x-+ cror x between -1 and 5.

8' 2x2 3x -0 5 for X between -2 anci 3.

4
' a

You probably noticed that the preceding problems took

. a good deal of time and effort. Evenstheno yau were only

j9c 5r.
,
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13 - 4 4

-guessing at the shapes,of the graphs. Letus try tp develop a:

more precise method fordrawing such 'graphs.

'of 11

of Uy

.'Start with the most simple quadratic polyn iall
)

(In previous sections we,located some points on the graph

= x2,1".) Then let 12s see him this _graph difTers from that

1 2 It '2 "
.2.x "of ,y = 2x 0 of "v

what Will be thb shape of the graph of.

y = ax2

1 It

-!rx
2

_In generel,

4. .

, where. a ,is a non-zero real number? If We gram all these exaphs,

yiith reference to

them. A list of

x is as follows:

one set of axes, we will be able to compare
4

valaes ot these polynomials for given vaallesJof

x
.

.

,

.

_
.

-0.1
.

4

. 3 *

.
x2

.

. ,

.

. .

.

.

.1,

.

.
.

.

.

.,
2 18.

1 2
.gx

.

.

2
.

2
1

.

_

.

0
...

,.

1 .,.2

7-
1. 1 .

.

.

*,

You fill in the missing number_s. The grkehs in_Figure 2

-are suggested by this table.

,a 125
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Figure 2 0

Exercises 13 lb.

1. Hw could you bbtain the grapg. of 2x2 11 from the graph:of

13 - 1

,tis

1
How couldyou obti.in.the graph. f

tt 2

IT

II from the graph

of " " f .
. 2

,e'''1)raw the graph .of. 5x
2 41 x between,-1 arld 1.

Draw tile-graph -of ' Ix2-"-for X betgeen -10 and 10.
5

-Haw could you obtain the graph.of " -10x2 " from the graph of

4.

ExplailAai how you could obtain the graph of " ax
2 ' from the

graph of " ix2 '1'0 where a is any non-zero real number.

-1 26
a
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Now thaVt we have*i: graph4of. the.polynomial " 'ax2 ", for

any non-zero number a let lastaCM1:2 thi& grain horizontally to

,obtain graphs of other quadratic polynomials. As..an-examla let

'us. draw the graph of
4 kal
A

1,7Ax 3)
2

I 2and see'how itcan be obtained from the graph of --x . Let us.2
list*a. table of coordinates satisfyingwthe equation

X

32
9

3)2

2 3

32

Fill in the missiiiag Aumbers. The graph i compared In Figure
1 2 I;with tIle graph:of " y = x

4 T,A

Ill I
-3 -2 -1

N._

O 2 3 4

--2

Figure 3

We n'otIce that the graph of- y = ;4x - 3) has:exactly

the-,same shape as the graph-of,.



/

1 2
y 767" .6 x2

but. is 3 units to the right. In .the same way we could verify

't that the graph of y = is 2 units' to .the left of
the graph of " y = 2x2 sand has the same shape as

How. -could ,we -Obtain .the graph of*

from the ,graphz of

p

Exercise 13 - let.
1. piftek. setting up a table of:cob dinates of points) draw

2i2-".-

carefully thrgraph of
4t.

y.= .2(x + 2)2

, mith reference to' the same coordinate axes draw the graph of
2 ,.y .= 2x. .

From the figure describe how you could obtain thee graph of
'y = 2(x + :e) it rro the graph of " s 2x2n

,

For each of the following, describe how you cou3A,pbtain the
graph of the first from the graph of the second equation:

(a) y = 3(x + 4)2

(b) Y -?Ix -.. 3)2

*(e) y = -1-(x +

-(d) y = 1(x + 4)2

41 '743.

two 4

1 90

*1
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Give a general rule for obtaining.the graph of
lb

y = a(x - h)2 " from the graph of " y = ax ". where a

and h are real: numbers and 1a ,/ O.
a

Next, let Us, move the graphs of polynomials vertically.

C9Insider the quadratic polynomial,

s

S. 1,5

and compare, it with.the graph, which we have already obtained, of

f1(,,
3)2

' A table of coordinatas ,satisfying

+.2 " ia the following:

.. r
3 t

2.5 .

(You'.have probably obsprved that eaah ordlnate irk this table is

greater than the .cooresponding ordinate in the preceding table.)

2 4 5 6
I.

Figure 4,

-129
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Again We observi that 'the- shape of the 'gxph has not

changed, but that the graph of

(
+ 2

is obtained by moving 'the grapii 'of

1(x -Y. 4Af

upwand 2, units. Similarlyl, we can show Vaat thegraph of

I . 2(x +-2)2- 3 " can 'be obtained,. by mt;ving ithe graph of

=,N " y . 2(x + 2)2 " downward 3, units'.

Finall, 'we not1.9e that the graphs in Figures

are exactly the same shape, and that we Can obtain the
w

2. by moVinig 'the graph of ,"

right: 3 units and 21a72:11. 2 units .

We sha4.1 see in Chapter lit

to obtain the aph of

from the graph,of

3 and

graph

" to the

that 'it is alw ys possible

by moving the giaph " = ax2 " horizontally h units and

vertIcally It units.

These graphs-(ot' quadratic polynomials) are called

lpabolas. The lowest (or highest) point on the graph is-called

the vertex, and the vertic 1 line throui.h the vertex is, called

the axis. Thus the vertex 4kf the paraipola whose equation is

2x
2

4.
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Cs.is ,(0, 2) and its axis is the line with the equation x = O. What

are the vertex sand axis of the,---parepoia :whose equation is

2

'Exercises 13 - ld.
1. Describe how the graphs sof "y 3 " and "y = x +.3" could

be obtained from the ir4ph of "7 = x2 " ? Draw :all threet
grOlphs with reference.to the same axes.
How could the graph of "y- = 2(x - 2)2 + 3 " be obtained from
the graph of uy 2x2 " ? Draw both graphs with reference to

t,

the same ixes.

3. .Draw-the parabola whose equation is "y = (x.+ 1)2
2

bescribelhow 7ou obtairi this graph fram the gr9.ph y =x2
ViThat are the coordinates of its vertex and the equation of.its
axis?

Dmw. the Ta7rabola whosit equetion ip " 7-= -2(x + 1)2 4. 3
2

How can this .parabola be obtained from:the graph ot "7 =

5. Find equations 'for ther_floWing parabolas:
(a) The graph of " y = x2 " riioved 5 u..nits to the left and

2 units downward.
(b) 'The graph of- " '3? =' -x2 " movq,d 2 units to the left and

3 units upward.

The graph of " y 1x2 " moved 1 unit to the right,3

V.

and 1. tinit downward.

The graph of " = + 7)2 - .moved 7 unitti to
the, right and 4. .Units upwa.rS.

119
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1)escribe, without drawing; the' graph pf each of the following:

y = 3(x 2)2 4

(b) y-- (x-+ 3)2

( ) y = 2)2 2
..4t

(d) y = -2(x + 1) + 2
;

. 13 2 Standard Forms. We have learned how to obtain .
INIMPIMMINOMMOMMUSPOINMID *mtb

the graph of "7 = - 1)2 - 4" quickly'. This is the parabola
obtaine fi. by moving the gi.lph of " y -= " 3 nit to the'sright
and 11. units downward.4 We also notice that
(x 1)2 4 x2 - 2x - ,3,ifor every real number
we.have obtained the graph of the pquation

117 A?

iabout- finding 'this secorkd 4'Orm? The fact tO notice is that. in
the 'second, *forni involved' only in- an expression vhichv is a

y = x2 - 2x '- 3

Suppose we were giVen the,equation in\the form

2x -.3" instead of ny =.(x 1)2 - HoW would we go

?c. Therefore,'

perfect square. Therefore, we might apk ourselves the qution:

How''can X2 - 2x 3 be changed into a form in which x is

involved "'only int.a perfect square?

We can do this by-"working backward" from

as follows: ,
4

2x - 3 = (x - 2x 3

'Now we ask: What is missing inside the parentheses to yiel4 a

Why? Thenperfect squarp? Clearly, what is needed is a
we have

(x2 - 2x + 1)

= - )2 -
13,2.

u.
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Why we also add " - 3. 11 as well as " 1 "?

Let us follow the same procedure with the polynomial

12x + We have

- 12x + = 3(x2 itx ) 5

= 3(x 2)2 7

iience, the graph or-
I-

. y = 3x - 12x + 5 .

is a parabola with vertex' (2; -7) and axis x = It is obtained
by movinEs the grapli. of "q = x2 to the right 2 Units arid

downward 7 uhits-.
s.

Thls method of writing a. qua4Fati6 polynomial in a form
4in which the variable is inVolved only in a perfect squar'e is

-0
tt.22212t1a. the Lqui..r.t. The resulting form is 9)9.3.1ed the

'standard form of the quadratic polyndmial

Exercises 2.

1. Put each of the folilowing quadratic polynomials in s*pandaln

form:

(a) - 2x
(a) x2 ;E :I- 1

1c).

(d) x2 - 3,?c - 2

(e) x2 - 3x + 2

t.

(f) 5x2 - 10x 5

.(g) \4x*2 + 4

i(h) x2 + kx; .k sa real number
(1) x2 1

- 3x + 2

i 33
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i
2t. P14 each of the following quadratic polynomials in standard

4

form:

(a) 2 (d.) (x + 5)( 5)

(b), ,+ 3x + 1., (q) 6x2

.(0-) 3x2 2x (f) + 1 'A-0c + 1 + Nif)

Describe, without drawing the graphs, -*bhp earabola.s which are

the graphs-of the polynomials in problem 2.

4. Draw the graph of

y x2 + 6x + 5

In how many.points aoes it dross-the x-axis? Wh4t points?

Draw the graph of

y = 6x + 9

. In how many points does.it cross the x-axis? ,yhat points?,

_Draw the graph of

+ 6x + 13, .

In how many points does it cross the x-axis?

Solve the''equations formed lfi problems, 4 and 5 bY 1etting

y have the value 0. Comiare the truth sets of ths' /quations

with the points where the parabolas cross the-x-4xis Devise

a rule for Atermining the points in which a parabola crosses

tte-x-axis .

,Consider the standard forms of,the quadratid polynomials in

problems 4 5 arid 6 Which of these polynomials can'be
=.

factored as the difference of:two iquares?
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V

13 - 3. quadratic euationS. In, proPlem. 7 ye

learned that the graph of the parabola

y = Ax2 + Bk + C
1

crosses 'the x-axis at.points whose absC'issas satisfy the equation
a

This.'4s

2
Ax + 'Ex + C = O.

Called a quaiiratic equation if 41 / 0.

2
2x

e solved such quadratic equationa before 14 the cases
2Ax -1- Bx C " could be fctored over the integers. C.an

3x 1- 14" be factored over the integers?

hoiyOu solved the equation

2x
2

- 3x 4-'1 = 0
'10

. Now we can go a stèp farther

quadraiic polynomial in standard form.

Example. 1"4. 'Solve the eqUation
A

x2 -

If'so, review

vo,

because we,can write any

2 . 0

First, we write the polynomial in standard form:

2 x2 - 2x - 2 = (x',- 1)2 3

11

.Is.there a real number'whose square is 3 ? If so, we may treat

the polynoMial.-as the difference of two squares:

Next

= - 1)2 - ( V-3)2

recall'how .io factor the difference of two

(X 1)2 .(40)2 = ((x 1) V-3-)((x - 1

135

4

sq4ares:,

-

4

4
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1

.ilow we have'tactored the polynomial over the real numbers:,

2-x 2x 2 1 + V-3)(x - 1. A(3-)

13 -

tiply these factOrs D.nd verify the produgt . Thie final step in

the .slo.ution,is the familiar process of writing the equation
11

.1

ab 0 "in its' equivalenf form "'a 0 or. b, 0 " where
. ..,

4 and. b 'are real expresions.- Tklien the sentences
'.. .. 2± - 2 =-. 0.,

. ?
-- V5)(x - 1 N 3 = .\,,

or x -- 1 V3 = 0 ,
.. , V

,

or

1

'are ,tejuivalenf., Hence, the truth 'sPet of the equation is
t

1 AerS, 46V-3-Is

You see that solving A quadratic equation depends:on V.

-our being able t% factor the quadratic polynomial. If the factors
are polynomia4 Dyer the real numbers, we can find the truth set,

.
1Nrthermore, being able to factor a quadratic'polynomial depends

upon the standard form of the polynomial. If ii is the difference,
of two squires, we can factor it over the real. numbers.

..E2ta..224.22. Soive the equation

+ 2 = 0

---Writing it in ztandard formt- we have
,

This is not.the.difference of two squares, and we bannot factor

x2 - 2x 4- 2 " over the real' humbers. The equation

, its
V.
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.1 a

nnot.have%i,eal humber solutions, becausse x -,1)'2 is always
.greatep than or .equal to .0 for every real number x. Why?. .,s , ..

Hence, Sx ..- 1)' + 1 is' jitEL.ter than 0 for every'. reill number

.EXercises 10 - 3
l'aCtor the following polynomia

Auttopl.

s over the real numbers, if.
a

(e)

(f) 12x 4 4

(g) + 2x - 1
(h) 2x2 2-

Salve the foiioing quaaratic equations:

(a) x2 6x + *

(b) 12
2

2x +.4

'(e) 2x2 = 11

(f).. 12x2 = 15

Find the coordinates of the yertex of the paratbola whose
-

0 equaticin.Is
J

2'W,hat id the Xargest value-the. polynomial-4 x + 6x - 5 'I
camhave?

*

The pOlynomial " x2 - 8x + 21 " may never have a value less

than what positive inteier? Maty it have values greater

tlais intger? 4re -0.11 the_v??.lues of thté polynomial integers?
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ind-itS. standa d form

13 - 3

-1)

1s2. the square of. a real number? I's 3 ? Hence,

" 2(x - 1)2 - 3 " is the' difference of two squares and can be
v

factored over the real numberp:

2(x - 1)2 - 3 1) 4-09(i2kx

Whs.t is the truth set .of the equation: .

2x
2.

- 4x - 1 0 ?

vs-)

The perimeter of -a rectangle is 94 feet, and its area is

496 square feet.' What are, its dimension's?.

An oien.box is constrUcted from a rectangular sheet of metal.

8 inches .longer tW it is wide as follows: out of each

.corner a square of side 2 inches is -cut, and the sides ai)e

fo1did up. The, volume of.the resulting box is 256 albic

inches. Whp.t wege the dimenO.ons of the original sheet' of

4

metal?,

Draw graphs of t e follow,ing Open sentences:

(a) y < x2 6x t 5

=. - 12x 4- 13

c) ?> 3x - 2x2

x? 61x14: 5



Chapter 14

*Tunetions

1,4

- "

.14 1. ;The function:toils:la. Are you good at explainil

thirigs.to other people? HOW would you explain to your younger'

brother exactly how .to find the ooSt of sending a first.class

ipareel through the mails?

Let us say that you first go to your postmaster and learn

these facts about first.class. mail: 'A parcel weighing one oume
e 4

or less, requires 4 cents postage;- if-it weighs more than one
N

ounce and less than or equal to4two ounces,' requires ,8 cents-
.

posts.ge - etc. The Post Office will not accept a -parcel weighing
.

more than 20 pounds for first.cla$ mailving.

*You would, probAbly Ifirst explain to y6tt brother that. hea .

shouict weigh his parcel carefully a.nd find the number representin

the weight rn ounces. To what Wet- of humbers,will this number

-belong? *Describe this set exactly:. Now you.-V-ill explain how to

determine the amount of postage rqquired. Tilis 'will be..a number

in cents. To what set of numbers will thTs number belong?
.

. ,. , .

Describe this' set exactly. *If ?Tour -brother ts parcel weighs.
,

it

ounces, what willthe postage cost in.cents?. How mu,ch if it
_ #.

weighs. 26 pounds and 15 ounces?,
. (Retembér the restr1xtigy14on the

_

weight of t4he-iparel.)

The probleui of findlng ,the amount of first.61as-s °postage.,

.
,

reatilY is a, problem of Ralarla *off the numbers of tdb Sets. The
.

. rtm-- nor .

numbers . of the. tirst set a're' the Teal number between.'0 and 320
.

,

a A
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representing weights .of parcels in ounces. !Phe numbers of the

second set.are pOsitive integers b:pt'aeen 0 and,l280-representing

cots of post' e in ,cents. What you ape really explaining ,to

yor,brother.is the description of these_two setsand.the rule
. .

. t . --,

which tells him,how to take a given number 9i:. the first* set and
.

.

%

associate with it a number of the second set,

Your brother may ask you for a "formula" (tg you thts would

an "expression in one variable") which would

him.the amount of postage for each number n

mean

give

ftab

automatically

of ounces. Can

you find such a formula which atsigns to each real number n.

between 0 "a.-nd 320 the number or cents in the required postage?

Wbuld

4n

be such a formula? What i rong with it?

. If you can't find'a formula, poseib44 you'can sati.sfy your,

brother wtth a graph which will tell hlm at a glance what the

poStage eosts. .Let us draw a portion of such a graph (for

ounces from n . 0 to n =

-

ti
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4.

Interpret the meanings at the circled points and the heayy dots

on the* graph. How would srou explain to your brother how to use

th1s ifFaTifiCcil'Ind th6 --tzgsioci-etel with. 44
ounces? With.' 4 ounces,.

'Maybe he would'understand -the pobtage ,probleM 'better if you
-

drew up 'a table for .hiM, 'Let, us say that his scales read.to tthe
1nearett ounce. You' fill in :the missina numbei:s in the table:

First Crb:is Postage

You need n6t feel disappointed in not being able to.find a

formula for this association. 'There are many associations of

number * ch cannot be,described with ap expression in one
i.

variable. The important point is 'whether the 'association, can

be 'described in my: way, whether it be in termw of a 'verbal

description, a graph, a table, or an expression in one variable.

There are many places in 'the prec.eding 'chapters where we have tr.,
had occasion in one way or another to associate a real number with

' each element of a given Set. Iflhen inTidea- such as this turns up-__

in-such a varipty- .of -z-ituationS, -it become' worthwhiliai to separate

the'idea omt and ptudy it carefully for its own sake. It is for
this rdason.that we now make a special study of associations 'of

r01 numbers of the kind .illustratedsin the above.postage problem.

First-let us examine soine more situations which involve such

associgtigns.
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1. In' each of the following,. describe 'carefully the two ,sets

and the rule whibh lassociates with each- element of the firit set
4**an element of ,the seccind set.

k.

,

Positive integer n

nth -Odd integer.

1

1

2

3 5

4

7

5

9

6 7 8, 9 10 -...

(Fill in- the Aissing numbers. What number is associated

with'13 ? With 1000 1) 4

4

Imagine a spepial computing rna.chine.which accepts, any

positive ireal number, multipliesit by 2 subtracts 3.

fram this and gives out the result:

(If "you, feed this 'machine' th'e nurnbexi7, what will come out?
4

Draw two parallel real number lines and let the unit of
mea'Sure on the upper line be twice that on the- lo-.;er line.

Then sride the 1ower line so that 'its point 1 is directly

1 42
VO

it:
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3

-below the point 1 ,on the upper line. Now tbor .each point on

the upper (first) line there is a point directly-below on

the second line. (Mhat'numbet is below -13,?, Below. 13

Alhat number it assOciatpd with_ 1000 by this arrangement?)

.1.,-

.DIvaw a line with respdet to aset of coordinate'axes such
I

'that its 614e is 2 and 'its y.antercept number is -1. For

each i number a on the x.:axis there is a number .b on .the

yaxis such that (a, lb) are the coordinates of a point on the

given line. (If; we pi* .1 on the x-axis, the -line

associates with -1-(Jhat number on the y axis?. Uhat number

1is associated w th ? With 13 ?)

For 'each real number- t such that tti < 1 .use the linear
. ..

expression a2t . In tb obtain an-associated number. (What

i 2
ivmber does this expression asdociate_with --- ? With 2 ?).

3 ,
.

Given any negatiye real number, multiply it by' 2 ,and then

subtract (Cat number does this yerbalaintruction

associate Jith -.13.? With0 )

In each of 't4e following, describe t4e two'sets involved and

',state verbally the rule which associates the elements of the
11).

,sets. Te112..ia each case, how many elements the'rUle

associates with each elem nt of the first set'.

(a) To each,real number" c uch that a < 1 assign'a numbe'r

2c - 5 .

(b ) To each real numbor d assign a number- e sudh that
L .

(do e) is solution of the sentence 'lid, =
H.

4 3

.-4
4,-

N
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To each real number x, assign a number y- suchl that

is a solution of thearequation

= + 7

I.

147.1

'To each integer p assign.a .nUmber q isuch that (p, q is

a solution bP the sentence -"P n

To etach rational tiumber u assign a number -17 sucla,that .

v) is a solution of the equation/

Give a precise verbal desclikion.of the association of .

weight and cost.of a first.class parcel.L A

* :
D6ribe the wor4ings.of a machine tha:t,woighs.a parcel and

aUtomatically Plapes,theproper first-class,postage Onithe

parcel.

A

Some associations-such as in prciblems 2(b), (d), and (e)

assign 'to each number in the first set more theinsone number.in

the sec.ond set.. You will notice,'howeVer, that-in all our other

problems and..examples, each number selectedfrom the first set

vas associated with Esfuillz.one number of the second set.
A

Thid is the im rtant Idea we want to study. We call such

.aii-association a- -fun

is

on.-

Given a Set of,n'inInnl and a rule Jhlch

assignz to each nuMber of thls set exactly one

.11umber, the resulting dssoc1a4- of numbers
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is called a function. The given set is called
%

the, domain of definition.of the function, and

th se", 'of assigned numbers is call.ed the

slat a the function.

:We must;be extremely careful to understand that two

associations are the same function tf, and only If; they havre the

same dom4in of .definition and the .same rule. ThUs, the functi<ap

of probled) and (0'are the same, even though they are
4

described,differently.) But the factions of problems 1(al And (b)
4"

are different pecause they have different domains of_definition.
4

Now. ae see that a function may be dfscribed i any ways By
4

a table, as in problem 1(a), 3 by machine, as. in problem 1(b) ;

by a diagram, as in problem 1(c) ; by.a graph, .as in pr6blem 1(d);
4 31 i

by'an expression in one variable, as in problem 1(e) .oNby a

verbal 'deséription, as, ii prbblem l(f) .

For our'purpose, the most,important:aay of describing a

, function is by an expression in one variable, since it allows us

to use algebraic methods to study the function. On the otlier

hand, it sho

cases canno

(pecall.the

ld be realized
tthat a function need not, and in ztal

3

be described by an expression in one variable.

mple Of the first class postage.)

method.is- also impOrtant because

tain properties of functions.

Exercises 1,4" -

it enables us to

Which of the problems in Exercises 13

*15

The graphical

visuallze cer7

33

b

ascribe functions?



If any do not, explain why not.

For those problems in Exercises 13 - la which describe

functions, write if possible the rule in the form of,an

expression in x where x'belongs to the domain of

'definition. For example, in problem ll'the rule is given by.

5X j where x is a positive integer. ,

3. In each bf Vle fbllowing describg (if lobstible) the function

in two ways: (i) by a table, (ii) by an expression in x

each case, describe the domain of definition.

(a) With each day associate the ihcome'of the ice cream

A .

vendor in Chapter 16.

(f

'With each positive integer associate its remainder after

division by' 5

To each 'poSitive real number assign 7 ot the 211.nriber

increasedly ,2

With each positive integer n, ssocidte the nth prime,

I.
-Associate with each day pf the ear the number of days,

'remainIng in:the (mon-leap). yew?. )

Associate with the number of dollars invested ats69/0

for one ye r the Auniber oX, dollars earnei as int'erest.

" w

(g) Associate Aith each length:of thediameter of-a circle -------

ii

the length of thb.circumTerence%
A

?

Draw two identi9a1 pOallel number lines and 0.1.4e the

'lower 4ne so that,its ,0 point is directa4 under the

6 a

A

ef.
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point 1 of the upper line, Then' rotate the'lower line

one-half revolution about its 0 point. Now associate

with each number On the upPer 'line the number directly

below it on the rotated lower line.

With eath poditive-integer associate the amallest factor of

the integer (greater than 1). Forma table of ten of the

associated pairs given by this function. What integers are

associated with themselves?

The cost of mailing a package is determined by the weight.of

the package to the greatest pound.- This can be described as:

'To every posltive real number (weight in pounds) assign the
4

A .

integer which is'closest to it and,greater :than dr equal to '

t 'Does this describe a function? Can it'bé represented

,.by an expeession in one,variable? What Is the dolpain of

'Naefinition? (Note that the Poat. Office will not accept a

.package which weighs more than 32 pounds.) iolhat number

'does this rule assign to .3.7 ? To 5 ?

Assign to each real number x the-number -1 if

rational and the number I if x is irrat2onal. What"

'numbers are assigned by this rule to- -70 40 -

6
? Can you represent this funTtion arlY.

way otherthan by thA verbal description'?

Sometimes- the.ddmain of'definition of a function-is not
A

stated explicitly but is underpood- to be the largest set of

real numbers to which 'the rule for the function,can be
N.4a

04.
A
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sensibly applied. For example, if a function is described

1
by the expressidh tilen, unless stated otherwise,

x +.2
'its domain of de,tinition is the set of all real numbers

-

different from -2. ,(Why?) Similarly the.domain of

defi tion of the, function defineeby x + 2 is the set.

han or equal to -2. (Why?)'of ali real 'numbers:'greater
s.

Find he domains of aefini ion of the functions defined by

the,following.expresslonst

(a)

(b )

.'(c):). 3

( d

In certain applications, th'e domain of definition of a

function may b.e automatAcally restricted to those members'

whiph lead to meaningful m.esults in the prOblem. For*

example,t4 area A of'a fie,dtangle with fixed i)erimeter

10 is glven by A',=. s(5 s); where 5 is the length.of

a side in feet The expression s(5'.- s) defines a'function

for'all r9ai abixt in'tfals'problem we must restrict
,

to,numbers between 0. and .5.. (W.Ty?) What are the domains

,- .

of definition of the functibns Involved in the following
.

.
..

problems?

) What atiount of interest_ is earned by investing

x dollars for g year at
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S.

A triangle hae, area 12 square inches, and -its
base measures x inches. What is the length of
its altitude2.....__

An open to,p rectangular box is to be made by cut7
ting a square of side x inches from each corner
a a rectangular pieqe of 'tin measuring .10" by

8" and then folding up the siq.es. What is the '

volume of the box?

14 - 2, 'The function notation. Ige have been using letters
as names of numbers,. la a similar way we' shill use letters as
names for functions. If f is a given function, -and if x is
a number in dts domain of definition, then we ,shall designate the

_

number which f assigns to x as f(x); The s§mbol '!'f(x)" is
read " f of ,x" ( it isnot f times x) , and the number f (x)Twallm

is called the 'value ,of f at. x.
The 'function notation is a very efficient one. Thus, when

we wish to descriVe the functipn f: "To each real number x
assign the real ilUmber 2x - 1", we may wri:te

f (x) = 2x 1 for each real -numb r x .

M ) 2 (4.) 1 =en - 1
2 That

the numbe
assigns to
2

Similarly I'M = 2(0) - 1 = Also f-(a) = 2a - 1 for any
real- humber a.

4 4,What real numbers, are reprd'sented by f ) r(-k)0 f
f(s) iihere is a real. whither? If 't is'a real number, then

- N.

i

= 2(2t) - 1 = itt I.
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What 'real numbeis are, represented by:

f(Itt) -f(t), 2f(t), f(t 1) ; I"?

Sopietimes ,ta. function is defined in two or tore parts., such

am.

..4.- .44 4 4..

as the ft.Inction h defined by

- qx) = x, for each number x such that X > 6

h(x) = x, for each number; x such that x.'< 0 `.*.

a

This is a single 'rule arid it -defines one function, eveti thou h,lt

involves two equations. It is customary ate abbreviate this

to the .for4i.

What is 'the domain of definition of h? -* The "rangeL of h? Notice

tha,..t 4-'3) 3 .and. .11.(3) 3. In fact,'.! have worked with

this"function 4 before in the form. .
* 1t.

. 4

h(x) i xi I for every real number x.

Let us consider anotherjunction g' defined by' the rule:
,

J

for each real number x such that x < 0
- ,

v

f .
,

'It is.impoTtantto understand that this s also a single' rule for

for x = 0 p
folv each reaa num er x such that x.> 0

a single fun on which' haappent to, be desci.ibed in .three
4L

For convehience in writing, let us again t,tbbreviate the above

function g to the form:

A

1.4



'

assigrp a. number to every real number; hence, the,
doMan of de;Cinition of - g iv the set of all.real numbers. What

,is the' rania of the_ tinction? We see that gt-5) - 1 ana

i . What* real. Aumbers are -repreaented by g(-3.2), 43(0)1

ri.) ? If4 a > 01 wh4 is ... g(a) ? 4 What is .13(-a) ?

If' a is ariy rion-zqro real number, what is g( lal ) Is it',.. .
. .., .-

4possible _to write's it' termq of a.rule with A single equation.,
0 A

e
as we did for the' func:pion h in -.thee precading 'example?'

rt 6

4,

Exercisés
, -

1 Olen, the fuxtion. P defined as follows:

- t

- r for each real number x
. ,

$ -..

What real numbers are repre§ented by:

A

(E) : F( -2) (g) R(. 17.63. )

(b). -F(2) ii(t), for
(c) .1?(-t: (I) F(4)

. (d) F(l) -1i. .(j-).,F(2t).
4z

,

.t(e) F(0) . '(r) P(49

(f) IF ( -6) I 44

'44

4.

2.4r0iven.the fuaction, Gdefiñed by:

G(t) =4 for.each meal number

,

4.

r#
St ra,

any real:number t

a
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Vhbat Is the, range of G? What rdA1,numbers are

repre,sented by:

a) G(Q)

or any real number a .

1.

p. C6fisiaer the ,runcti on

h (t
1:4

defined by:'

gow, does this function ql differ from

la

ction g

014.2,

defined-in seCtion 14 2? (No ce that the same function
4 a

may have different names*andodifferent'variables, provided,.

'the rule arld the domain remain-the same.)

Consider the function k- defined by:

a

Show that k is Xhe sathe function as the function g

defined 'in sectian 13 2.

Given the_functdon H defihed)by:

.11(z) =,.z2 -3 <
1i

;1,1hat real-numbers are represented.by;

(b) 11(4)

15
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(g) for any. real- number a: such that -3 < a.%< 3'

(11) - 1), fOr any real number t such, that -2 < t < l.

(1) MO- 1 for any real number t .such that -3 < t .

522

() H(-1)

(f)

AIN

COnsider the fuxiction Q. defined by:

-10 -1 < x, < 0 I.
Q(x) =

xl 0 < x -2 .

(a) ,What is the domain of, ciefinition of a 1-
,4

(b). What is th range of Q'?

, .
(c) What numbers are*represented by Q

If R is defined by

<

<

,r.Z, <

z < 0

is R a diffe ent fUnction from Q ?

Let F be the function defined in problem L. 'What is the
4

truth set of each of the following sentences?

(a) F(*)
S.

(b) F(x) <u0

(a) 4<x)

(a) .51( ) = x

ve) F(x).> 2

((f) F(x) < 1
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t

,
-x

Itet G be the function define'd in problem 2. Draw the
.

graphs of the 'truth sets6of the following sentences:

(a) G(x) 1

(b) G(x, - = 1

G(x) < 1

sa.

Describeo how each of the following:'pa.ii.s of functions differ,

4 Ttu

if at all:

x2
(a) f(x) = x - 2= ; F(x)

% 2

.4
t - 1

(b) ..g(x) = G(t) =
t

a

24 . 3; aaks of functions. c One way to 1,epreseni a

function is by meand of a graph, as we have seen early in,this

cha.pter: When a function f is d;fined, the graph of f is the

graph of the truth set of the equation

y = f(x)

Examp1e 1. 'Draw the graph of the function f defined by:
100'

f(x) = 22c,..7 1, 0 < x <

This is the graph 9f the equation y = 2x - 1, 0 < x <, 2

Is this the same, as %he graph of the function F defined by

F(x) = 2x - 1, .-2.< x < 2 ?
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Exar....2pAt 2; Draw the graph of the function g efined by:

a

-

,

The grai4i of g

g(x) =

g'<.o
00 .x 0

x.> 0

NS

a

Exercises 14 - 3a.-

1. Draw the graphs' of the functidns, defined as follows:

(8..) T(s) + 1. -1 < s < 2
3.

th,

.(b) G.(x-).= 140

(a) U(x)
x,

(d) =

-3 <

x < 3

) Mx) =
x < o
x >

(f) H(z) =
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What are the domains of defiiition and the ranges of the

functions defined in problem I 1 ?
to

Draw 'the graph tof the funcion q defined-1?y
1 i -5 -<. x < -1 ,

q(x) = '3t, -1 < "x < 1 ;

2

Give a rule for the definition of the 'functioh whose graph is

the line extending from (-:2,2) to (4,- *including

endpoints. 4,

5. Give a rule for -the definition of the funcion whose graph

consists of. two line setheis, one extending'.from (-1, 1) to

(0, 0) with end points inc ludd, and the other extending from
-

(o, .0) to (2, 1) with end points excluded. What. are the d?maiin'

of defintion and range of.this- function?"

Draw the grapi., of a function f whicki% satisfies all of the

folloWing conditions over the domain' of definition, -2 < x < 2:

;(-1),.=
f (01

f(1)
f(2)'.=
f(x)

2

0

0

2

0

$

for

t

'

0 < x < 1 .

-Estimate the vaXue of your function at 7 and at

-Now that- we know how to draw the graph of ia function, it is
natural to ask whether a giVen set' of points in the plans 'is the
graph of some function. Draw several sets of points and then ask

150

0
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youreif what the definition of a function reqiiires ofits graph;

It requires'that to each abscissa in the domaint4 definition

there be exac'tly one ordinate assigned y the function. Thus, for

each number a in the dome:in of definition of ibe tunction, how

many/.oints on its graph have this 'nUmber as abscissa? 1f-a

vertifal'line is drawn'through th graph of a functin, -ln how

many points will the-line intersdt the graph? HOW Would you

state,the rule for a function in terM of its-graph?

Exercises 14 - 2b.

---1;--niii1der the rts of points, coordinate

indicated in the following figures:

(r)

axes not included
%I.

Z

(g)

Which.of the above..figures is the graph of $ ome function?

157

.01
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Give .the ieas9n ,for your aniwer in each case,. As an

illusirations consider, figure .(.1) This is the graph of . a

:function .14 whose domain of definition is the set of' x

51*h-that -2 < x < 2 The rule for the function can be

gated as 'follows: If -2 '<a < 2 s then f(a) = .bs. wher?

13/ is the .(unique I) point oh' the graph with absci,5sa

equal to a.

The,accompanying figure is the gliliph of a function h From

4
the graph estimate

(a) h(-3), Y(0), h(2);

(b) the domain of definition.of h;

(c) :the range (of h.

s 4

11111111110,11111111
NMI 1111111141111111

111111111111111.111

a

Let Gi denote a set of yoints in t:he plane, which is the graph

of some fanc,tion g.

(a) For 'each x in the domain of' clefinition of gs explain

how to use the 'graph to obtain g(4)1.%

libw do you' obtain the domain of definition of g .from

the graph of G

( ) Show that if (as b) and. (a d ) are any'two distinct

a
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points of ..the evolisuGI th?.n a / c.
Let G be any set. of points in the plane: with *phe property.s

that, if (a, b) and .;(c, d). are any two distinct points of
a G, then a / Show that G is the graph of a function.

Draw the graph of the equation y2 = x, for 0 < x < 4. Ls

thl§ the graph of some function? **.

14 Linear functions. A fUnction whose'graph is a

r

straight line (or a portion tlweof) is called a .lin ar function.
You have already worked with linear çunctiona .in ChapUer 11, but
there they were studied 4.n the form of linear expressions. Can

each!, straight line in the plane be considered as' the graph of
some linear function? How about the line' whose equation is x = 2?

Can each lineaxr function be represented by an expression in ope

variable? W t is the general form ,of such an expression? (Recall
the y-form 7f,the equation of a line.).

*Exercises A - 4.

1. If .;,/ .is a linear function, then there are real 'numberb A

and B sUch that f(x) = Ax 4 B for every .x in the dbmain
of dqfinition of f.

(a) .Describe the graph of f iif A = 0.
a

(b) Describe the graph of f if A = B = O.

(c) Detertine A and 13 if -the graph. of f is the line
segment joining (-3,-0) and (1,2)1 inclUding -ensIpoints.

What is the domain of definition of the function in
part (c) ?
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Determine A Inad 13 if the graph.of

segment joining- (-1, 1) and, (3, 3) excluding endpoipts.
to

What is.the slope and y-lntercepp of the graph of the ,1
Tunction inspart (e) ?

(g) What isthe domain'. or defi ition of the function in

part ,(e)
S.

If L is'the tomplete'line'lying onthe two points (-31'1)
.

I
T.

and (1, 1-1), deicribe the function h Whos,e graph consists

of the point'a (x, y) of L such Ithat

-2 < y

f 'bethe linear function defined by:

f(X) = x 2, for every reaLnumber x.

Which of the follOwing expressions describe linear function
,

(i.e., with a straight line graph)?

(a)

.(b),

(q.)
\

4

- (x - 2)

ix .- 21

1
- 2

-2.

Wittte each expression it problem' as a function g in

terms of the given function f. Example: The expression.(a)
A.11

desoribes.a funciion g such that

. g(x) =.-f(x), Tor elery real number x.

1

How are the.gr p s of f and g related in problems 3 and
4 It

4, parts (a) d (e) ? Draw !!...$14, pair with referencl to a
. Y

7
separae set of coordinate axes. f /

,

6

a

"7,



If F and 0 are linear furitions.d9fined for eyey real.tc by

F(x) = -3x + 2, 0(x) = 2x - 3,

.explain how, the.graph of the sentence

004) = 0

is related to the graphs of F and 0. Oto this withg4.

t

-

drawirmg the, graphs of ancl :G.)
,

t

.4'' a t.

3. 4 ..* Quadratic functions. lie pescribed a linear
.

4.
.

function in tierms of a linear expression In one variable; is..e.
. ,

.

, any linear function f can be defined by
,.

f(x) =, Ax +a

where A, B ,are real numbers. It is natural tv.define a
7 :

$ 4 ,

'quadratic function as one Which is expressed in :terms of a':

111.21,1atia 2.22p.atival. in one, variable,

Ax2 + Bx + ,C,

where A, B, C axe, real numbers . If A = 0, the ci*Idratic

polynam.lal. is 'reduced io the linear case; hence, ,we shall assume

throughout the remalnder: of this chapter ,that A /

Example, befine, the function g

g(x) .3; 4. 1, for every' real numb4r 44.

Thin

trt

v

g(Q)'\--- 1/ eil7) =
3

) 3() + 1 =2 2 ,

t 3t + 1, g(2t) 2(2'02.- 3(2t) + 1

411)ft

8t
2 6t + 10

1)2. 3(t -.1) + + 6.
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Also, since g(x)

-g4
Notice that

=

whereas
s

Exercises 14 5a4.

and ..g(1) = O.

g

gAb

2

it follows that

(Why?)

+ 1 =3'

= 15.

1. .'14t *1 be the quadraiic function defined by:
3

"",.

;(3c),-- 3x. -! 21, for every real number x,

and g the, quadratic funCtion.defined

=3x 2; '-3 < x < .3 .

'Determine- f( (- ), f (0, f f(3);

f(a), f(t.' ), (a + 1)4 where a is any real number.,

41) .Determine

(a)

g(2t 1)3 < t < 2

g(0. g(3);-

Find the truth set of the sentence "f(x) =

(d) Draw the graph of the sentence, "f(k)' 0.

(e) Determine

(1)

f(t) + g(t); -3 < t < 3

Determine for the real, number a,

t(a) + 31, f(a + 3),, 31(a), f.(3a)

4.1
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(g) Are all the resulting polynomials in part f)

quadratic poiynomials in a ?

(h) Determine f(t)g(t), -3 < t.<

(i) pb-Iynomial 11n (e) 'a: quadratic

'polynomial in t ? How, about the resulting polynomial

in (h)

Describe the functions involved in th following problems.

State the doMains of defini ion, and lve the problems.

(a) What, is the area, A of triangle f the 'length of
:1

the base i b ,inches a fd. the altit de is 10 inches
..

longer than the ase? .
.

.

(b) What is the product P of two positive- b. Ilyrs if the

,
.. .

, .

larger plus twice the smallero s, is 120 ?

120 feet of wire is to'be Used to build 1arecn1 ar
-

pen along the wall. of a large barn, the wall of tille

barn forming one side of the pen. If L Is the length

of the side of 'the pen parallel to the wall iof the

barn find the area A1 of the

Draw the graph' of the quadratic funct

(a) 'f(x)

(/':1) f(x)
4

2 ,x

3x

3<x<2

< x < 2

(c) f(x) !.te
0

24 X < 31.

defined by;

7



In problenw_ .4 through. 84

refer to Figure .1 and the

graph.'of y 2 and ,a1s'o

refer to .Section 11 6,

sh

a

For any real number
ifand only if x 0

*%.1.3.es .entir,ely abov, . the

single point (d, 0) .

For any real number

Figure 1.
«au

2 2x 0: (w.yw?) x = v

.Explain why the graph of y = x2

x-axi.g and touchee thlix

= X2
40

If (9. .13) ,is a point' on the graph of y = x20: prove

at, a

that (-a, b). is ,also' on the ,graphs. ,(This rnetsiris thpt

the porVion of the graph in Quadrant fl can be ol:ttained by

rotating the portion, in, Quadrant I about the y-axis We

say that 'llttie graph of y x2" is symmetric gbout the
WINWIMIMIOWIRM

-A

If x 'is any real number such that 0 < x < 1, thn
x2 < x. (Why?) Show 'that -the **portion, of the graph of .

y x2 for .0

a

x < 1, 14es below the grdirh of y x.

A

"A-



then

1.

s

Show that. the' p

. 'lies ove the' line y x.

534

Why?)

s

rtpn of the graph of y x, for 1 < x,

If p. and b are xeal numbers such that 0 <a < b, then
2 2a < 'b '(41hy?) .

i
Show that,the graph of y = rises steadAly as we move
to -the right from 0 .

Shaw that a boritontal line will intersect the gral5h af
2x in at most,. two points.

10. Citiogsle any point (a, a2) on the graph (if. y What:

is the sl(i\4i)e of the -line f;om (0, 0) through a2)

As we choose' fioints of'47egraph close to the origin
(a close .to 0) what happens to thetiope or this line?

, Can you explain why the 'graph of

the origin?
Problems

drb.wn in Figure 1.
'Iv

The point (0, 0)

y .= x2 is flat near

through 10 justifyffithe graph of y

This graph is an example- Of a farabola.,

is called its vertex, and the line
.101WaREM~MMIMIde

o. is called its axis.'
WIrrIerarlraWring

With °our knowlefte of the graph of y. = x2

a

we can

obtain 'graphs Di" other quadratic functions. This was done
in, Sec tipn 11 6 far part%icular quadratic functions . Let

us verify these expensions of the graph of, y = x2 tb -the

.graphs of y = Ax2 Bx + G for real numbers A,

whre A
r

1,J95
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535 14.

Describe how the graph of,

fly = ax differs from the
4

graph of "y*.-= x2" in eapla

of the follolang cases':
4

(a) 0 < a < 1
-

(b) a > 1

.(c) < a <

(d) a <Ll
(e) lai very large.

(Refer, to, Figure 2.)

Describe how. the 'g;aph of

2= x k differs from

the graph of y = x2 -in

*each of the following cass:

(a). k '6 '

(b) k < 0

(Refer to Fig4re

-

4

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

1
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Describe how the graPh of y

graph of y in the cases:

a h 0,

(Refer to Figure

h) differs'from the,

) h < O.

Figure 4.

L.
Using the results of problems 1 to 30 despribe vithout draw-

ing their graphs the appearances of the following parabolas:

2
(a) tx + 1) (e) y = '2(x 2)2

(b)"y = -3x2 -(f) y (x + 1)2 + 1,

2
(g) y .2(x - 1)2 --I

-(xi- 1)2 (h) y - -2(x + 1)2

(c)

.4)

(a). y

If a, 11,1 k are real numbers., discuss how the graph of

y h)2 k can be obtained from the graph of

gy ax 1111,0 is.the vertex of the parabbla

y a(lc h)2 ? What is the equation of the axis of

this parabola?
% A

t

4.



6

0
6. 'What is an equation of a parabola whose vertek is (-1, 1

and whose axis is the line y . 1 Bow many parabolas I

fulfill the6e conditIons?

14 - 6. 'The iraph of y = Ax2 + Bx' + c In. Section

6 we 'learned how to write a, quadratic polynomial

Ax2 + Bx + C it the form .a(x h)2 + k We called this latter

form the standard form of the polynomial. In the preceding

section we learnqd how to draw the graph of the equation

2
y = a(x h) + k Thus, we have a method for drawing quick y

the graph qf any quadratic funct4on.

Elaamal " Draw the graph of the funótion f defined by:

f(x) 3x2 + 6x - 1 .

By completing the square, we obtain:

3x2 16x - 1 =. -3 (x2 - 2x + .1) 3 = -3(x

The \gra*? o;

2It
of fly, = -3x

4

A,

) 2

. -3(x - 1)2 + 2" obtained from he graph

as. ind4ca:ted:

1 Sa
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overithatthe process of moving the graph of

fly = -3x2" to the right. 1 unA an'd upward' 2' units will

.

.Aatually yield the grapO Of "y = -3(x - 1)
2 + 20 lpt us argue

4
a

as follows: Suppose that (a, b) are the coordinates of a point

on the graph of thp equation'

y = - 1)2 2

k, Then these coordinates must satisfy the .equation;. .e.,

b = -3(a - 1)2 + 2

is a true sentence, But then

2 -----
b 2 = -3(a - 1) -

is also a true sentence.- This final sentence aaserts that the
de

5

A 4

point with cooidinates (a - 1, b 2) is on ae'graph:of

2 '=,-3x 11

, But what.are the relative positions ctf the points

(a --1,:b -.2)* and (a0,b) 'From (a:- 1, b wp Aust move.

to the righi and, 2 b)

That is precisely what we did to lama point'ori the graph of 4 .

ny -3x
2" to arrive at a point on the graph of

"y = -3(x 1)2 2"

By comp1e4ng squares we changed\*everal qua.aratic

polynomials to the standard form.' How do*e know that 2mEE

quadratic polynomial can be put into the standarid forrA Let us

look at the problem in a different way. given tee polynomial
*

.242 -4x a- 1, let us find numbers a, h, k (if possible)

sugib that

a(x

jS

2 + k x + 10 for 2=1,a; rea2 riumEler x.

areS

1 S9
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By simplifying the left si,de, we write
eve

Now we see at a glance -that we must find al h, k so that

a -2, -2ah = -4, and (ah2 + k) = 1 . Why? BA if a = -2,

'then the sentence n-2ah = -4n is equivalent to nkh

_"11. = -1" , if = -2 and' h -1, then

is equivalent to n-2 + k = in, i.e., to nk .
Bah2+k =

With a = -2,

h = -1, and k 31 we have

-2(x + 1)2 + 3 = -2x2 + 1, for every real number x

This method will work for any quadratic polynomial.

Let us ttiy another example.

Ez24222.2. 2. Write 'the standard form of the polynomial

3x2 -.7x + 5 .

We wish to determine real numbers, al h, such that-
2a(x -.11)21+ k -= - 7x + 5, fdr every real number x

i.e., such that
ax2 -2ahx + (ah2 +.14 7x + 5, for every real .x

do this we must 'find° a, h, k such that:.

a = 31 -2ah =. -7, ah2 = 5

Now, if a = 3, then "-.2ah =- -7" is 'equivalent, to "h
7 .

Why? If a = 3 and h = then ah2 -+ k = 5" is equivalent
11 7 11to :s"k
T."2.

. 'Why? With a = 3, h = zt. and k = 77, we have

the standard form:

3/2 7x + 5 = 3 11, for every real
12

dl v.
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4

Exerciser 14 - 6:

Write standard form and draw the graph of ea'ch of the

following quadrat !c polynomials:

(a) x2.- 6x + 10

1.(b) 44x
2 + 4x - 9 0

(c.) 5x2

*

(d)

(e) .4x2 + 4cx + c2

(f) 5x2 13
20

For each quhdratic polynomial of problem 14 find the points

(if any) where the graph crosses the x-axis.
1-%

Pi,ove 'Le theorem: Given any quadratic plirnomial

4p,x2 t Bx + C, therp exist real numbers a, h4 k such that,

h) + k = Ax2 + Bx, + CI for every real umber x.

'The numbers a, h, k are related, to the nu _

V

by the truelsentences

a Ap

4

B 4AC - B2
2A /

14 - 7. Solutions of silIelatlatualsal. Consider

the three quadratic polynqmials

xN +'2x - 3, x
2
+ 2x + 10 x_ + 2x + 3,2

and their graphs shown in Figure 5.



-Figur4 5.

Votice that the graph of y 7.= x + 2x - 3 crosses the

x-axis-in tWo'pOintsIthe-graph 'of y = x2 + 2x + 1--touches the

x-axis in a sinile 2121a,; and the graph-of y = 1.2 + 2x + 3 does\,_

not intersect the x-axis at all! What is the Ordinate of any

vOint on phe Anotherway of describing the intersections

of these,graphs with the x-axis ig:, The truth sTt

2x + 2x - 3 = 0 is
4

x2 + 1 = 0 18.

x2 + +3 = 0 isØ.
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---------rrtrrzeneral, sin e. the irapti Of

2
y Ax + Bx + C

is always a parabola (if A / c)s it 'seems evident that the truth

set of the quadratic equation

Ax2 + Ex + C =

will consist ortwo, one.or no real numbers according as the
N'

parabola intersects, touches, or does\not-intersedt the-x-axis.

Me have already learned how to solve a quadratic

equation whose left side can be factored over the integers. Now

9onsider the quadratic bolynomial

x2 + 2x - 1 .

We knoW thAt,it cannot be factored over the integers. (whyt

But.* can be written as'

i.e., as the difference of two squares. Hence we may facior

VE 11- 2x - 1- oyer the real numbers:

.2 'x + -22th

(VerifY

1 =

t,his by multiplyini the.fadr .) Then

24+2x-1=0,

or + 1
/

or

0 ;
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are all equivalent equations, and the truth set of

-
a

This example suggests a general procedure for determin-

ing whether a quadratic equation has real ,solutions, and, if sq.,

for findidg the solutions. We have shown that any-quadratic

equation
Ax

2 + Bx + C = 0

caN be written in standard form

a(x - + k -

.Let Us assume that a ,is positive. Otherwise, we may multiply--

both sides by (-1). The case in which k is atipositive number
\

cin be disposed° of. quicgly, because we have leirned that. the

'graph of a('x h)2 + k lies entirely above the x-axis if :a
band k are positive. Then it tannot crois:the.x-axis. Hence,

there are no real 'solutions of the equation if- k 0

. 0, me saw that the graph of a(x h)2

touches the x-Naxis at the point (h, '0). Hence, there is -one

real solution if\ k = 0 . (,)

,

This leaves the case in which sk is a negative number. '
,te

Now -we may write,
. .alx h) 2 + k a(x h)2 (-k) .

If k < 0 is there a real number W.ose square is ? How do

-we factor the difference of two squares? 'Ybur resul should be

h)2 ( k) = -07(x -- ) + -k)(Afit(x4- h)
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if k is negatkve7--the,ftelynemierl---a-(

factored over the real numbers, and the equation has two real'

solutions.

*

ExarOle a. Factor (a) 2x2 + 3X - 1, (b) x + 3x +.

2x2
11

+ 3x - 1 = 2(x +.4)
2

4)2_ 2e.
1.

2((x .3..)2

3 4\55. 3= 2 x -2- 4- ---r-- X 4- 7

) x + 3x +

Here k is aipositive number, and we cannl factor this

sum of tWo squares over the real number. In fact4 x2 + 3x + 4-

can never assumb the value 0. for any real number x, because

'Nerify, this.

(x (v this.)

2
/ 3\2x + 3x + i6 the sum of a non-negative number kx + and

27
a ppsiti;re number *

Easelt?. Solvg the equation x - 3.x
2
+ 7

The equations x,-'3x2 + 7 . O.,

3(x

3x
2

- x 7 =

2
)
.

-
6

85
127

(x
t.2

)
36

(Why?)

a
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+ 1'44'c

0 r
6

or: l +x

04,

are all equivalent. liencel the truth set of

4

Eisp.rc 14' - 7.

1.. Factor the' following quadratic polynomials ove the reäJ.

'numbers if podsible:

(a), t ipt:* 26

(b) 6x2 x - 12 /

(c), x2 + 4x +.46

(a) -4y2 + 2y +

(g)
I 5x2

(h) 7x2 .111-x +
3 9',

(i) 572 1,
4-.,..F, -,

(e). x2 + 7x- + .iii. (j) x2 + (s'a + b)x-+ al), a and b'
, any real numbers*,
i

Solme the folloting qUadratic equations:
, % I

(a) 4:It 32t2 = 0 (e) lt2 .4- it + .i.
..-0.

CO 3x2 = 0

'(6) ..4 -x + t3x2, = 0 (g) -2y2 + y - -i-' ='- 0
-,-

(0) - -f); = 0 (12) 3n2 = 'In
+6)
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Consider the quadratip, polynomial in standar& form;

(x 11)2 here

a = .

(a)

(h)

a h, k are real numbers and.

State a rule-for deciding whether or not the polynomial

can be factored over the real timber's.

24, b, k are integers, what conditions on theseI;
num*o. guarantee that the'polynomial can he factored

over ttie integers.

(c) State a. rule for deciding whether the :truth set of

h) + k . 0

contains two, one, or no real numbctrs.

Translate the followl.ng

(a) The perimeter of a

areaA.s 7 square

its longer side?

into open sentences and olve:

reptangle is 12 inches and its
410

Inches._ What is the length x of

0 e ot a right triangle is x inches and this

sie e'is 1 inch longer than the second side and 2

inches shorter than the hypotenuse,

l'ength x?

(c) The sum of two numbers is

What are the numbers?

What is the

5 and theif product is 9.
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1

V

3.4 7

0.15. C;nsider the general quadratic polynomia A1 Bx Clr

4AC).
4A

50).

,Show that

(a) Ax + Bx + C = +

(see problepi 3 tp. Exercises

(b) If B2 - 4-AC < 00 then Ax2 + Bx' + C = 0 has no solution.

(c) If B2 4AC = then
2

+ Bx + C = 0' has one Solution,
,r

.(d) If B2)- 4AC > 04' then

2A

-14AC

2 Bx + C = 0 ha two.solutions.;

x VB2 4AC

(This latter-sentenc is called thejguadratic formula

for fIndini the sol ions of the quadratic equation.)

4

a

0

a

4

t '7$


